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LOADSANDAEROELASTIClTYDIVISION
RESEARCHANDTECHNOLOGYACCOMPLISHMENTSFOR FY 1984
AND PLANSFORFY 1985
SUMMARY
The purpose of this paper is to present the Loads and Aeroelasticity
Division's research accomplishments for FY 84 and research plans for FY 85.
The work under each branch (technical area) will be described in terms of
highlights of accomplishments during the past year and highlights of plans for
the current year as they relate to five year plans and the objectives for each
technical area. This information will be useful in program coordination with
other government organizations and industry in areas of mutual interest.
ORGANIZATION
The Langley Research Center is organized by directorates as shown on
figure I. The top three perform support functions and the bottom four conduct
the research program. A directorate is organized into divisions and offices
as illustrated on the figure for the Structures Directorate. The Structures
Directorate was partially reorganized in June, 1984. The effect on The Loads
and Aeroelasticity Division (LAD) follows:
i. The Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization Branch (MAOB) was
abolished. Part of this branch is now the Interdisciplinary Research
Office (IRO) reporting to the Director for Structures. The former
Langley Chief Scientist heads the office and the former head of MAOBis
his deputy. Most of the rest of MAOB is now designated the
Aeroservoelasticity Branch (AB).
2. Part of the Structural Concepts Branch, Structures and Dynamics
Division, Applied Materials Branch, Materials Division, MAOB, LAD, and
the Aerothermal Loads Branch, LAD, were grouped into a new branch, the
Thermal Structures Branch, LAD.
The Loads and Aeroelasticity Division consists of five branches as shown
on figure 2. This figure lists the key people in the division which consists
of 68 NASAcivil servants and seven members of the Army Structures Laboratory
(Army Aviation Systems Command) located at Langley Research Center. Each
branch represents a technical area and disciplines under the technical areas
are shown on the figure. All of the Army personnel work on the Rotorcraft
Aeroelasticity and Rotorcraft Structural Dynamics disciplines.
The division conducts analytical and experimental research in the five
technical areas to meet technology requirements for advanced aerospace
vehicles. The research focuses on the long range thrusts shown in figure 3.
The Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch (CAB), Unsteady Aerodynamics Branch
(UAB), and Aeroservoelasticity Branch (AB) all work in the area of Control of
Aeroelastic Stability and Response. The Aerothermal Loads Branch (ALB) and
the Thermal Structures Branch (TSB) work the areas of Loads and Structures for
High Speed Vehicles (Aeronautics) and Loads and Structures for Advanced Space
Transportation Systems (Space).
I
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RESEARCHPHILOSOPHY
The basic philosophy and motivation of the Loads and Aeroelasticity
Divisionresearchprogramcan be capturedin some quotes from some leadersin
Aerospace Research and Development. In his 13th Von Karman lecture on
Aeroelasticity(ref. I), I. E. Garrick relatedthe following:"Von Karman's
sense of humor, which was remarkably appropriateto a given occasion, has
become legendary. Recognizingthat the poor structuresengineerwas usually
held accountablefor structural integrity, he quipped, 'The aerodynamicist
assumeseverythingbut the responsibility.'"
"It has been gratifyingto me to observethat in major aerospaceindustry
the aeroelasticianis no longer the stepchildhe once was. From an almost
parochial isolated specialist,he is now the generalist who tends to pull
together the separate efforts in structures, aerodynamics,stability and
control, and propulsion,even in early design stages. Yet, there are still
human problemssuch as one-waycommunicationsand barriersbetweendepartments
as well as physicalproblems that are often so reconditeand difficult that
aeroelasticproblemsmay slip throughthe cracks."
In his Wright Brothers Lectureshipin Aeronauticson Optimization(ref.
2), Holt Ashley observed: "Furthermention will be made in what follows of
the keen disappointmentfelt by many specialistsbecausetheir theories have
received so little practical application. This phenomenon is frequently
attributedto a reluctanceby developmentalengineersto adopt unfamiliarand
untriedmethodsof analysis.
In an appraisalof the study of HypersonicAirframeStructures,(ref. 3),
Rene Miller stated: "The cost effectivenessof .... (Thermal) Structural
Concepts is greatly dependent on solutionsto the detailed design problems.
In fact, it is likely that these detailed design problemsas demonstratedin
the X-15 program will prove to be the pacing item in the development of
HypersonicAircraft."
The Loads and AeroelasticityDivision program is aimed at producingthe
data and analysis methods required by those who are accountable for the
structural integrity of aerospace vehicles; to provide the detailed design
data and methods for the pacing item of developmentof hypersonicvehicles -
cost effectivethermal structures;to continueto pull togetherthose separate
efforts that ought to (or must) be consideredas a single task; to preclude
aeroelasticproblems from slipping through the cracks; and to alleviate the
reluctanceby developmentalengineersto adopt unfamiliarand untriedmethods
by making them both familiarand proven.
FACILITIES
The Loads and AeroelasticityDivisionhas two major facilitiesavailable
to supportits researchas shown in figure 4.
The TransonicDynamicsTunnel (TDT) is a Mach 0.2 to 1.2 continuousflow,
variable-pressurewind tunnel with a 16 ft. square test sectionwhich uses a
freon-12test medium primarilyfor dynamic aeroelastictesting. This unique
facility is used primarily by the Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch.
Semi-span, side-wallmounted models and full-span cable-mountedmodels are
used for aeroelasticstudies of fixed wing aircraft. The ARES (Aeroelastic
Rotor ExperimentalSystem) test stand is used in the tunnel to study the
aeroelasticeffectson rotors. A Hover Facility,located nearby, is used to
setup the ARES test stand in preparation for entry into the TDT. A
modernizationof the TDT Data Acquisition System is underway along with a
major CofF activity for density increase. After these modifications,
currentlyin progress,are completedin early 1985, the tunnel will operateat
dynamic pressures up to 600 psf and Reynolds numbers up to 8 x 106/ft.
Replacementcost for this facilityis $63M.
The Aerothermal Loads Complex consists of six facilities which are
operated by the AerothermalLoads Branch to carry out their research. The
8-Foot High TemperatureTunnel (8' HTT) is a unique hypersonicMach 7 blowdown
wind tunnelwith an 8' diametertest section(uniformtemperaturetest core of
4') that uses productsof combustion (methaneand air under pressure)as the
test medium. The tunnel operates at dynamic pressuresof 250 to 1800 psf,
temperaturesof 2400 to 3600°R and Reynoldsnumbers of 0.3 to 2.2 x lOP/ft.
The tunnel is used to test flat and curved surfacetype models to determine
aerothermaleffectsand to evaluate new high temperaturestructuralconcepts.
A major CofF item is underwayto providealternateMach numbercapabilityand
provide02 enrichmentfor the test medium. This is being done primarilyto
allow the tunnel to test models that have hypersonicair breathingpropulsion
applications. Replacementcost for the tunnel is $45M.
The 7-1nch High TemperatureTunnel (7" HTT) is a 1/12 scale of the 8' HTT
with basically the same capabilities as the larger tunnel. It is used
primarilyas an aid in the design of larger models for the 8' HTT and for
aerothermalloads test on subscalemodels. The 7" HTT is currentlybeing used
to evaluate various new systems for the 8' HTT. Replacementcost for the
tunnel is $0.8M.
The I x 3 High Enthalpy AerothermalTunnel (1 x 3 HEAT) is a unique
facility designed to provide realistic environmentsand times for testing
thermalprotectionsystemsproposedfor use on high-speedvehiclessuch as the
Space Shuttle. The facility is a hypersonicblowdown wind tunnel that uses
products of combustion as the test medium. Test panels mounted on the
sidewallscan be as large as 2' wide x 3' long. The facility operates at
dynamic pressuresof 1 to 10 psi, Mach numbers from 4.7 to 3.5 dependingon
the temperatures, which range from ambient to 5800°F, an altitude range
simulatingflight of 130,000to 80,000 ft., and enthalpylevels from 1100 to
4400 BTU/Ib depending on the oxygen levels used in the test medium.
Replacementcost for the tunnel is $8M.
The three AerothermalArc Tunnels (20 MW, 5 MW and 1MW) are used to test
models in an environmentthat simulatesthe flight reentry envelope for high
speed vehiclessuch as the Space Shuttle. The amount of usableenergy to the
test medium in these facilitiesis 9 MW, 2 MW, and 1/2 MW. The 5 MW is a
three phase AC arc heaterwhile the 20 MW and 1MW are DC arc heaters. Test
conditionssuch as temperature,flow rate, and enthalpy vary greatly since a
variety of nozzles and throats are available and since model sizes are
different (3" diameter to 1' x 2' panels). Replacementcost for these arc
tunnelsare $24M.
FY 84 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
ConfigurationAeroelasticit¥Branch
The ConfigurationAeroelasticityBranch conducts research (figure5) to
produce,apply, and validatethrough experimentsa set of analyticalmethods
for predicting steady and unsteady aerodynamic loads and aeroelastic
characteristicsof rotorcraft;to determine,analyticallyand experimentally,
effective means for predicting and reducing helicopter vibrations and to
evaluatethe aeroelasticcharacteristicsof new rotor systems;to developthe
aeroelastic understandingand prediction capabilitiesneeded to apply new
aerodynamicand structuralconceptsto futureflight vehiclesand to determine
and solve the aeroelasticproblems of current designs. This work is more
clearly identified in figure 6 which shows the five year plan of the three
disciplinesand their expectedresults.
The ConfigurationAeroelasticityFY 84 accomplishmentslisted below are
highlightedby figures7 through17.
AircraftAeroelasticity:
- SpanwiseCurvatureRaises FlutterDynamicPressure
- FlutterTestingTechniquesDevelopedfor Use in Cryogenic
Wind Tunnels
- X-WingAeroelasticDivergenceAnalyticalMethodsValidatedby
TDT Test Results
- FlightTest Shows LaminarFlow ControlResearchAircraftFree
of Flutter
- Flutterof Four-EngineTransportWing With WingletsPredictable
by Analysis
- Effectsof 600 Gallon Fuel Tanks on F-16 FlutterCharacteristics
Studiedin TDT
- Effectsof New Multi-purposePylonson F-16 Flutter
CharacteristicsStudiedin TDT
- DecouplerPylon Program
RotorcraftAeroelasticity:
- HigherHarmonicControlTechnologyTransferand Flight
Demonstration
- InitialTDT Test ProvidesEssentialData Base for JVX
PreliminaryDesign Development
- LangleyAnalysis PredictsMeasuredStabilityCharacteristics
of JVX Model
Each highlightis accompaniedby descriptivematerial.
UnsteadyAerodynamicsBranch
The Unsteady AerodynamicsBranch conducts research (figure 18) to pro-
duce, apply, and validatethroughexperimentsa set of analyticalmethods for
predicting steady and unsteady aerodynamicloads and aeroelasticcharacter-
istics of flight vehicles--withcontinuedemphasison the transonicrange and
emergingemphasison high angle-of-attackmanueveringsubsonic and supersonic
conditions. This work is more clearlyidentifiedin figure 19 which shows the
five year plan of the two disciplinesand their expectedresults.
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The Unsteady AerodynamicsFY 84 accomplishmentslisted below are high-
lightedby figures20 through29.
Theory Development:
- GeneralizedUnsteadyAirloadCapabilityAllowsAssessmentof
PADE Approximationsfor NonharmonicMotions
- EfficientAccurateViscousBoundaryLayer Model Coupledwith
XTRAN2LCode
- InviscidTransonicCode PredictsDynamicAirfoilLift for
TransientRampingMotion
- XTRAN2LExtendedto MultipleSurfaceConfiguration
- AirfoilShape,Thickness,Camber,and Angle-of-AttackEffects
on TransonicUnsteadyAirLoads
- TransonicCode Used for AirfoilActive FlutterControl
- Non-lsentropicUnsteadyTransonicSmall DisturbanceTheory
- NonreflectingFar-FieldBoundaryConditionsImproveUnsteady
AirloadCalculations
- LiftingSurfaceTheory for a HelicopterRotor in ForwardFlight
UnsteadyPressureMeasurements:
- ReynoldsNumberEffectson UnsteadyPressureStudiedin
O.3M Cryo Tunnel
Each highlightis accompaniedby descriptivematerial.
AeroservoelasticityBranch
The AeroservoelasticityBranch conducts research (figure 30) to
develop methodologies for the analysis and synthesis of multifunctional
active control systems and conceives, recommends, and provides technical
support for experiments to validate the methodologies, including the
development of drone flight techniques for validation of high risk
aeroelastic control concepts such as flutter suppression; and generates
mathematical models needed to support NASA projects and uses them to
verify the theoretical developments and their computer implementations.
This work is more clearly identified in figure 31 which shows the five
year plan of the three areas of concentrationand their expectedresults.
The Aeroserverelasticity FY 84 accomplishments listed below are
highlightedby figures32 through35.
AnalysisMethods:
-A New Formulationof AirplaneDynamicLoads Equations
Control Laws SynthesisMethods:
- A Method To StabilizeLinear SystemsUsing EigenvalueGradient
Information
Applicationsand Validations:
- FlexstabResultsUsed to Modify Wind Tunnel Rigid Model Data for
Predictionof FlexibleAirplanePerformance
- Wing SurfacePressuresMeasuredDuring FlightTest Define Shock
Location
Each highlightis accompaniedby descriptivematerial.
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AerothermalLoads Branch
The AerothermalLoads Branchconductsresearch(figure36) to developand
validate solution algorithms, modeling techniques, and integrated finite
elements for flow-thermal-structuralanalysis and design; to identify and
understandflow phenomenaand flow/surfaceinteractionparametersrequiredto
define detailedaerothermalloads for structuraldesign via analysisand test;
and to definemethods for testingin high enthalpyflow environmentsincluding
capability for testing of air breathingengines at hypersonicspeeds. This
work is more clearly identifiedin figure 37 which shows the fiveyear plan of
the three disciplinesand their expectedresults.
The AerothermalLoads FY 84 accomplishmentslisted below are highlighted
by figures38 through43.
ThermalLoads:
- AerothermalTest of ShuttleSplit-ElevonModel in 8' HTT
- AerothermalTests of SphericalDome ProtuberanceModels
in 8' HTT Completed
IntegratedAnalysis:
- FiniteElementMultipleTime DomainAlgorithm
- AutomaticFinite ElementMesh Refinement
- FiniteElementFlow-ThermalAnalysis
FacilitiesOperationsand Development:
- Mixer Prototypefor the 8' HTT
Each highlightis accompaniedby descriptivematerial.
ThermalStructuresBranch
The Thermal Structures Branch conducts research (figure44) to develop
and validateconcepts for aerospace structureswhose design is significantly
controlledby the thermal excursionsof the operatingenvironmentsof aero-
space vehicles. Systemsstudiesin concertwith the Space SystemsDivisionor
High-Speed AerodynamicsDivision help to identify structures and materials
technologyneeds. Structuralconceptsare then developed,analyzed, fabrica-
ted, and tested to verifythe requiredtechnologyadvances. This work is more
clearly identifiedin figure 45 which shows the five year plan of the three
major disciplinesand their expectedresults. Thermalstructuresexperimental
needs are currentlyin the defining stage. Some static testingof small com-
ponentsis being done for structuralconceptsbeing developedand fabricated,
with the supportof contractors,ADFRF, and the AerothermalLoads Branch.
The ThermalStructuresFY 84 accomplishmentslistedbelow are highlighted
by figures46 through54.
StructuralSystemsStudies:
- StructuralSystem Study of AeroassistedOrbital
TransferVehicle
ConceptDevelopment:
- Aerothermaland EnvironmentTests VerifyTitaniumand
SuperalloyTPS Concepts
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- AerothermalTests of MetallicTPS
- AdvancedCarbon-CarbonHeat ShieldResearch
- Method for ReducingStressConcentrationin Diffusion
BondedJoints
- PreliminaryTest to Cryogenicand ElevatedTemperaturesVerifies
Potentialof New Foam for ReusableCryogenicInsulation
- Carbon-CarbonHot StructureDesign
- Derivationand Test of ElevatedTemperature
Thermal-Stress-FreeFastenerConcept
AnalyticalMethodsand Applications:
- HierarchialIntegratedThermal/StructuralAnalysis
Each highlightis accompaniedby descriptivematerial.
PUBLICATIONS
The FY 84 accomplishmentsof the Loads and AeroelasticityDivision
resultedin a number of publications. The publicationsare listed below and
are identifiedby the categoriesof journalpublications,formal NASA reports,
conferencepresentations,contractorreports,and other.
Journal Publications
1. Kelly, H. N.; and Webb, G. L.: Assessment of Alternate Thermal
ProtectionSystemsfor the Space ShuttleOrbiter,Progressin Astronauticsand
Aeronautics,1983, Vol. 85, Pages 300-324.
2. Ruhlin, C. L.; Watson, J. J.; Ricketts, R. H.; and Doggett, R. V.,
Jr.: Evaluationof Four SubcriticalResponse Methods for On-Line Prediction
of FlutterOnset in Wind TunnelTests. Journalof Aircraft,Volume 20, Number
10, October1983, Pages 835-840.
3. Edwards, J. W.; Bennett, R. M.; Whitlow, W., Jr.; and Seidel, D. A.:
Time-MarchingTransonicFlutter Solutions IncludingAngle-of-AttackEffects.
Journalof Aircraft,Volume 20, Number11, November1983, Pages 899-906.
4. Eckstrom,C. V.; and Spain, C. V.: Experiencesin the Use of Composite
Material for a Wing Skin. Journal of Aircraft, Volume 20, Number 11,
November1983, Pages 913-919.
5. Camp, D.; Campbell,W.; Frost, W.; Murrow, H.; and Painter,W.: NASA's
B-57B Gust Gradient Program. Journal of Aircraft, Volume 21, No. 3, March
1984, Pages 175-182.
6. Bland, S. R. and Edwards, J. W.: Airfoil Shape and ThicknessEffects
on TransonicAirloadsand Flutter. Journal of Aircraft,Volume 21, Number 3,
March 1984, Pages 209-217.
7. Taylor, A. H.; Jackson, L. R.; Cerro, J. A.; and Scotti, S. J.:
Analytical Comparison of Two Wing Structures for Mach 5 Cruise Airplanes.
Journalof Aircraft,Volume 21, No. 4, April 1984, Pages 272-277.
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8. Rowe, W. S. and Cunningham, H. J.: On The Convergence of Unsteady
Generalized Aerodynamic Forces. Journal of Aircraft, Volume 21, Number 6,
June 1984, Pages 420-427.
9. Shideler, J. L.; Swegle, A. R.; and Fields, R. A.: HoneycombSandwich
Structure for Future Space Transportation Systems with Integral Cryogenic
Tankage. Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, Volume 21, Number 3, May-June
1984, Pages 246-252.
10. Sawyer, J. W.: Mechanical Properties of the Shuttle Orbiter Thermal
Protection System Strain Isolator Pad. Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets,
Volume 21, No. 3, May-June 1984, Pages 253-260.
11. Ricketts, R. H.; Sandford, M. C.; Seidel, D. A.; and Watson, J. J.:
Transonic Pressure Distributions on a Rectangular Supercritical Wing
Oscillating in Pitch. Journal of Aircraft, Volume 21, Number 8, August 1984,
Pages 576-582.
Formal NASAReports
12. Bey, K. S.: Analytical Prediction of Aerothermal Environment in a
Wing-Elevon Cove. NASATM-85711, November 1983.
13. Newsom,J. R. and Mukhopadhyay, V.: The Use of Singular Value Gradients
and Optimization Techniques to Design Robust Controllers for Multiloop
Systems. NASATM-85720, November 1983.
14. Ricketts, R. H.; Watson, J. J.; Sandford, M. C.; and Seidel, D. A.:
Geometric and Structural Properties of a Rectangular Supercritical Wing
Oscillated in Pitch for Measurement of Unsteady Transonic Pressure
Distributions. NASATM-85673, November 1983.
15. Singh, J. J.; Davis, W. T.; and Puster, R. L.: Proposed Fast-Response
Oxygen Monitoring and Control System for the Langley 8-Foot High-Temperature
Tunnel. NASATP-2218, November 1983.
16. Woodrow, W.: XTRAN2L: A Program for Solving the General-Frequency
Unsteady Transonic Small Disturbance Equation. NASATM-85723, November 1983.
17. Gardner, J. E. and Dixon, S. C.: Loads and Aeroelasticity Division
Research and Technology Accomplishments for FY 1983 and Plans for FY 1984.
NASATM-85740, January 1984.
18. Osher, S.; Whitlow, W., Jr.; and Hafez, M.: Entropy Condition Satisfying
Approximations for the Full Potential Equations of Transonic Flow. NASA
TM-85751, January 1984.
19. Pittman, C. M.; Brown, R. D.; and Shideler, J. L.: Evaluation of a
Non-Catalytic Coating for Metallic TPS. NASATM-85745, January 1984.
20. Cunningham, H. J. and Desmarais, R. N.: Generalization of the Subsonic
Kernel Function in the s-Plane, With Applications to Flutter Analysis. NASA
TP-2292, March 1984.
21. Batina,J. T. and Yang, T. Y.: TransonicCalculationof Airfoil
Stabilityand ResponseWithActiveControls.NASATM 85770,March1984.
22. Kelly, H. N. and Wieting,A. R.: Modificationof NASA Langley8-Foot High
Temperature Tunnel to Provide a Unique National Research Facility for
HypersonicAir-BreathingPropulsionSystems. NASA TM-85783,May 1984.
23. Bland,S. R. and Seidel,D. A.: Calculationof UnsteadyAerodynamicsfor
Four AGARD StandardAeroelasticConfigurations. NASA TM-85817,May 1984.
24. Adams, W. M., Jr.; Tiffany, S. H.; Newsom, J. R.; and Peele, E. L.:
STABCAR - A Program for Finding CharacteristicRoots of Systems Having
TranscendentalStabilityMatrices. NASA TP-2165,June 1984.
25. Sawyer, J. W.: Effect of Preforming Adherendson Static and Fatigue
Strengthof Bonded CompositeSingle-LapJoints. NASA TP-2324,June 1984.
26. Singh, J. J. and Puster, R. L.: New Technique for Calibrating
HydrocarbonGas Flowmeters. NASA TM-85792,June 1984.
27. Avery, D. E.: AerothermalPerformanceand Damage Toleranceof a Rene 41
Metallic Standoff Thermal Protection System at Mach 6.7. NASA TM-85773,
July 1984.
28. Kelly, H. N. and Gardner, J. E. (Compilers): Advances in TPS and
Structuresfor Space TransportationSystems. NASA CP-2315,July 1984.
29. Newsom,J. R.; Adams,W. M., Jr.; V. Mukhopadhyay,V. and Tiffany,S. H.:
Active Controls: A Look at AnalyticalMethods and AssociatedTools. NASA
TM-86269,July 1984.
30. Edwards, J. W.; Bland, S. R.; and Seidel, D. A.: Experience with
TransonicUnsteadyArodynamicCalculations. TM-86278,August 1984.
31. Olsen, G. C. and Smith,R. E.: AerothermalLoads Analysisfor High Speed
Flow Over a QuiltedSurfaceConfiguration. NASA TM-86280,August 1984.
32. Ricketts, R. H.; Sandford,M. C.; Watson, J. J.; and Seidel, D. A.:
Subsonicand TransonicUnsteady-andSteady-PressureMeasurementson a Rectan-
gular SupercriticalWing Oscillatedin Pitch. NASA TM-85765,August 1984.
33. Shideler,J. L.; Webb, G. L.; and Pittman,C. M.: VerificationTests of
DurableTPS Concepts. NASA TM-85745,September1984.
34. Tai, H. and Runyan,H. L.: LiftingSurfaceTheory for a HelicopterRotor
in ForwardFlight. NASA TM-86315,September1984.
Conference Presentations
35. Newsom,J. and Abel, I.: Experienceswith the Design and Implementation
of Flutter SuppressionSystems. Presentedat the 1st Annual NASA Aircraft
ControlsWorkshop,October25-27, 1983, Hampton,Virginia. NASA CP-2296.
36. Adams, W. M.; Tiffany, S. H.; and Newsom, J. R.: Tools for Active
Control Systems Design. Presentedat the 1st Annual NASA Aircraft Controls
Workshop,October25-27, 1983, Hampton,Virginia. NASA CP-2296.
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37. Albertson,C. W.: AerothermalEnvironmentof an Apparatus for Testing
Curved TPS Concepts. Presentedat the NASA Symposiumon Recent Advances in
TPS and Structures for Future Space TransportationSystems, December 13-15,
1983, Hampton,Virginia. NASA CP-2315.
38. Robinson, J. C.; Bailey, J. P.; Wurster, K. E.; and Powell, R. W.:
Overviewof a PreliminaryAerothermostructuralDesign of a Tip-FinController
for Space ShuttleOrbiter. Presentedat the NASA Symposiumon Recent Advances
in TPS and Structuresfor FutureSpace TransportationSystems,December13-15,
1983, Hampton,Virginia. NASA CP-2315.
39. Shideler, J. L.; and Blair, W.: Design and Fabrication of Curved
Superalloy Honeycomb PrepackagedTPS. Presented at the NASA Symposium on
RecentAdvancesin TPS and Structuresfor FutureSpace TransportationSystems,
December13-15, 1983, Hampton,Virginia. NASA CP-2315.
40. Shideler,J. L.; Webb, G. L.; and Dearing, B.: VerificationTests of
Advanced Multiwalland PrepackagedTPS. Presentedat the NASA Symposiumon
RecentAdvancesin TPS and Structuresfor Future Space TransportationSystems,
December13-15,1983, Hampton,Virginia. NASA CP-2315.
41. Tyson, R. W.: Acoustic Tests of Direct Bond FRCI Tiles on GR/PI
Structure. Presented at the NASA Symposium on Recent Advances in TPS and
Structures for Future Space TransportationSystems, December 13-15, 1983,
Hampton,Virginia. NASA CP-2315.
42. Webb, G. L. and Pittman, C. M.: Design, Fabrication,and Test of a
MultipostACC TPS Concept. Presentedat the NASA Symposiumon Recent Advances
in TPS and Structuresfor Future Space TransportationSystems,December13-15,
1983, Hampton,Virginia. NASA CP-2315.
43. Hafez,M.; Whitlow,W., Jr.; and Osher, S.: ImprovedFinite Difference
Schemes for Transonic Potential Calculations. Presented at the AIAA 22nd
AerospaceSciencesMeeting,January 9-12, 1984, Reno, Nevada. AIAA Paper No.84-0092.
44. McCain, W. E.: Comparison of Measured and Calculated Airloads on an
Energy Efficient Transport Wing Model Equipped with Oscillating Control
Surfaces. Presented at the AIAA 22nd Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno,
Nevada,January9-12, 1984. AIAA Paper No. 84-0301.
45. Bey, K. S.: Analytical Prediction of Aerothermal Environment in
Wing-ElevonCove. Presentedat the 5th Symposiumof Finite Element in Flow
Problems,January23-26, 1984, Universityof Texas. NASA TM-85711.
46. Taylor, A. H.; Sakata, I. F.; and Jenkins, J. M.: Thermostructural
Analysis and Characterizationof a Hybrid Metal Matrix Composites Spar
Element. 8th Conferenceon Compositesand Advanced CeramicMaterials,Cocoa
Beach, Florida,January 1984.
4i. Kelly, H. N. and Wieting, A. R.: Modificationof NASA Langley 8-Foot
High TemperatureTunnel to Provide a Unique National Research Facility for
Hypersonic Air-Breathing Propulsion Systems. Presented at the AIAA 13th
AerodynamicTesting Conference,March 5-7, 1984, San Diego, California. AIAA
Paper No. 84-0602.
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48. Corridan, R. E.; Given, J. G.; and Kepley, B. M.: Transonic Wind Tunnel
Investigation of the Ga1i1eo Probe Parachute Configuration. Presented at the
AIAA 8th Aerodynamic Decelerator and Balloon Technology Conference, April 2-4,
Hyannis,Massachusetts. AIAA Paper No. 84-0823-CP.
49. Batina, J. T. and Yang, T. Y.: Transonic Calculation of Airfoil
Stabil ity and Response with Active Control s. Presented at the AIAA/ ASME/
ASCE/AHS 25th Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, Palm
Springs, California. May 14-16, 1984. AIAA Paper No. 84-0873.
50. Bhatia, K. G.; Nagaraja, K. S.; and Ruh1in, C. L.: Wing1et Effects on
the Flutter of Twin-Engine-Transport-Type Wing. Presented at the AIAA/ASME/
ASCE/ AHS 25th Structures, Structural Dynami cs and Materi a1 s Conference, May
14-16, 1984, Palm Springs, California. AIAA Paper No. 84-0905-CP.
51. Desmarais, R. N. and Rowe, W. S. A Method for Computing the Kernel of
the Downwash Integral Equation for Arbitrary Complex Frequenci es. Presented
at the 25th AIAA SDM Conference and AIAA Dynamics Specialist Conference, Palm
Springs, California, May 14-18, 1984. AIAA Paper No. 84-0983-CP.
52. Taylor, A. H.; Cerro, J. A.; and Jackson, L. R.: An Analytical Study of
Reusab1 e F1 i ghtwei ght Cryogeni c Propell ant Tank Design. Presented at the
AIAA/ASME/ASCE/AHS 25th Structures Conference, Palm Springs, California, May
14-16, 1984. AIAA Paper No. 84-0865-CP.
53. Taylor, A. H.; Cerro, J. A.; Davis, R. C.; and Jackson, L. R.: Design
Considerations for Reusable F1ightweight Cryogenic Propellant Tanks.
Presented at the 25th Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials Con-
ference, Palm Springs, California, May 14-16,1984. AIAA Paper No. 84-0865-CP.
54. Martin, F. W., Jr. and Albertson, C. W.: Aerotherma1 Environment of a
Blunted Three-Dimensional Nonaxisymmetric Body at Mach 6.8. Presented at the
AIAA 19th Thermophysics Conference, June 25-28, 1984, Snowmass, Colorado.
AIAA Paper No. 84-1698.
55. Olsen, G. C. and Smith, R. E.: Aerotherma1 Loads Analysis for High Speed
Flow Over a Quilted Surface Configuration. Presented at the AIAA 17th Fluid
Dynamics, P1 asma Dynami cs and Lasers Conference, June 25-27, 1984, Snowmass,
Colorado. AIAA Paper No. 84-1630.
56. Shideler, J. L.; Webb, G. L.; and Pittman, C. M.: Verification Tests of
Durable TPS Concepts. Presented at 19th Thermophysics Conference, June 24-28,
1984, Snowmass, Colorado. AIAA Paper No. 84-1767.
57. Swann, R. T., Wood; G. M., Brown, R. D., Upchurch, B. T.; and Allen, G.
J.: Non-Catalytic Surfaces for Metallic Heat Shields. Presented at the AIAA
19th Thermophysi cs Conference, June 25-28, 1984, Snowmass, Colorado. AIAA
Paper No. 84-1734.
58. Newsom, J. R.; Adams, W. M., Jr.; V. Mukhopadhyay, V. and Tiffany, S. H.:
Active Controls: A Look at Analytical Methods and Associated Tools. Pre-
sented at the 14th ~ongress of the International Council of the Aeronautical
Sciences (ICAS), Toulouse, France, September 10-14, 1984.
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September 1984.
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Volume II - Transonic and Density Effect Investigations. Contract NASl-17539,
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FY 85 PLANS
The FY 85 plans for the Loads and Aeroelasticity Division are broken out
by each of the branches (technical areas) and selected highlights of proposed
FY 85 milestones are presented.
Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch
For FY 85 the Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch (CAB) will continue its
broadly based research program on dynamic and aeroelastic phenomena of
aircraft and rotorcraft as summarized in figure 55.
Although a large portion of this work is associated with tests in the
Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TOT) with companion theoretical studies,
flight test programs are included as well. Currently two major flight test
programs are nearing completion. These are the Higher Harmonic Control (HHC)
program which uses an active control system for rotorcraft vibration reduction
and the Decoupler Pylon (DCP) program for passive flutter suppression of wings
with external stores. Both of these programs began with successful tests in
the TDT and advanced to the fl ight test phase to evaluate characteri st i cs
that cannot be properly studied in wind-tunnel experiments.
With respect to wi nd-tunne1 tests in the TOT, research studi es are
planned for both rotorcraft and airplanes. The rotorcraft studies will use
the aeroelastic rotor experimental system (ARES). Rotorcraft work will focus
on studi es of aerodynami cally and structurally advanced UH-60 blades and on
new rotor concepts such as the hingeless rotor. Airplane focused studies
include such items as active flutter suppression, aeroelastic tailoring, and
shock induced oscillations. In addition to research studies, an aeroelastic
verification test is planned for the JAS-39 airplane.
Work will continue in the area of prediction of helicopter vibration
characteristics by using finite element modeling procedures. Studies
involving the major airframe manufacturers will be continued. Basic modeling
exercises for metal airplanes will be completed this year. In addition, the
analysis/experiment correlation for coupled rotor-airframe vibrations of the
AH-1G will be completed.
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The density increasemodificationto the TDT will be completedearly in
1985. Followinga lengthycheckout period,the tunnel is expectedto be back
in operationin the spring of the year.
Significant progress in the development of a new data acquisition,
display, and control system for the TDT is expected. Delivery of the data
acquisitionsubsystem equipment is expected early in the year. The major
comp6nentsof the digital subsystemwill be delivered this year also. The
top-levelsoftwaredesign will be completedin the first half of the year with
the detailedsoftwaredesign finishedby the end of the year.
Selectedhighlightsof proposedFY 85 milestonesare listed below and are
shown by figures56 through60.
AircraftAeroelasticity:
- Pitchingand PlungingSuspensionSystemfor 2-D Transonic
FlutterTesting
- Modificationsto Upgradethe LangleyTransonicDynamics
Tunnel (DensityIncrease)
- Upgradingthe Data AcquisitionSystemfor the Langley
TransonicDynamicsTunnel
RotorcraftAeroelasticity:
- RotorcraftDynamicsand Aeroelasticity
RotorcraftStructuralDynamics:
- A NationalCapabilityto AnalyzeVibrationas Part of
HelicopterStructuralDesign
Each highlightis accompaniedby descriptivematerial.
UnsteadyAerodynamicsBranch
For FY 85, there will be a continuinglevel of activityin developingand
applying computationalfinite-differencealgorithms for the solution of the
nonlinearunsteadyfluid flow equations (figure61). A major effort will be
the continueddevelopmentand applicationof the three-dimensionaltransonic
small perturbationcode, XTRAN3S. Correlationof XTRAN3S calculationswith
the large body of unsteady pressure measurementsobtained at Langley will
point directionsfor future improvements. The code will be modifiedto enable
calculationsfor more realisticgeometricalconfigurationsbeginningwith the
ability to treat multiple surfaces such as a wing and canard. Improved
viscous boundary layer models will be incorporatedand evaluatedas well as
the addition of second order terms to the equation to resolve nonuniqueness
problems for cases with strong shocks. An unsteady full potentialequation
code incorporatingmonotone flux biased differencingwill come to fruition.
Developmentof a time accurate Euler equation code will be initiatedas well
as applicationsof a two-dimensionalNavier-Stokescode. The linear super-
sonic intergralequation method will be furtherdevelopedand evaluatedas a
replacementfor the Mach box algorithm. In addition,furtherdevelopmentsof
the rotor unsteadyliftingsurfacetheorywill be pursuedas well as parameter
variationapplicationsstudiesof this theory.
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In parallel with the developmentof computationalmethods, the unsteady
pressure measurementprogram will continue with a retest of the DAST ARW-2
wing, analysisof data obtainedin the O.3M TCT cryogenictest and fabrication
work for the clipped delta wing/canardinterferencetest planned for FY 86.
The ARW-2 retest will providefurther informationleadingto an understanding
of novel transonicinstabilities(shockinducedand limit cycle flutter). The
flutter suppression system contained in the ARW-2 wing will be modified to
demonstratethe viabilityof active controls in suppressing such instabil-
ities. Finally, fabricationof a novel 2-D pitching and plunging flutter
mount system will provide an apparatuswith which the effect of airfoil shape
and geometryvariationsupon fluttermay be ascertained.
Selectedhighlightsof proposedFY 85 milestonesare listed below and are
shown by figures62 through65.
Theory Development:
- Developmentand Applicationof XTRAN3S
- UnsteadyFull PotentialCalculationsUsing a Flux
DifferencingMethod
- SupersonicIntegralEquationCode
UnsteadyPressureMeasurements:
- Investigationof DAST ARW-2 TransonicInstabilityBoundary
Each highlightis accompaniedby descriptivematerial.
AeroservoelasticityBranch
There are several efforts planned for FY 85 in each of the three major
areas of analysis methods, control law synthesis methods, and applications
and validationsas summarizedin figure 66. Analyseswill continueto define
the static aeroelastic stability and control characteristicsof the DAST
ARW-2. There will be a continueddevelopmentof optimalsensitivityanalysis
for both analysis and control law synthesis. Steady-state response and
singular value constraints will be incorporated into our control law
optimizationmethods. In the applicationsand validationsarea, a comparison
of predictedand wind-tunneldata for ARW-2 will be undertaken. There is also
a plan to apply the advanced control law optimizationmethods to integrated
active controls for a supersonic-cruisefighter configuration. A joint
LaRC-DFRFplan for flight testing the ARW-2 will be implemented. Reporting
will begin on results of the spanwise gradient measurementsof atmospheric
turbulence.
Selectedhighlightsof proposedFY 85 milestonesare listedbelow and are
shown by figures67 through69.
Control Laws SynthesisMethods:
- ParameterSensitivityMethodsin ControlLaw Synthesis
Applicationsand Validations:
- DAST Program
- DAST Flight SimulationActivities
Each highlightis accompaniedby descriptivematerial.
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AerothermalLoads Branch
For FY 85, there will be a continuing level of activity in all three
disciplinesas summarizedin figure 70.
Thermal Loads - The major thrusts of the thermal loads research effort
for FY 85 consist of five specifictasks: 1) results of mass addition film
cooling tests of a large 12.5 degree cone will be analyzed to determinethe
cooling effectivenessof both forwardfacing and tangentialcoolantejection;
2) documentthe resultsobtained from tests of the CSTA and continuecorrela-
tion studies with both finite difference and finite element CFD codes;
3) Initiatetests using CSTA to study the effects of large pressuregradients
along curved surfaceson gap heating;4) Analyze experimentalresults from a
wind tunnelmodel with shallowsphericalprotuberancesthat simulatethermally
bowed metallic TPS tiles and a model that simulatesa chordwisegap formed
betweenadjacentwing elevonstested in the 8' HTT; and 5) Test varioussimu-
lated arrays of thermallybowed metallicthermal protectionsystemsto obtain
heatingand pressureloads at Mach 7 in laminarand turbulentboundarylayers.
IntegratedAnalysis.- The major analyticalthrust for the ALB analysis
effort in Fy 85, which complementsthe thermal loads experimentaleffort, is
the prediction of aerothermal loads. This effort includes continued
applicationof finite differencesolutionsto complex flow configurationsand
developmentof finite element technologyfor aerothermalload predictionwith
the long-range goal of developing an integrated flow-thermal-structural
analysiscapability. Spectraltechniqueswill be consideredin early CY 85.
FacilitiesOperationsand Development.- The facilitieseffort involves
the safe and efficientoperationand the expansionof the test capabilitiesof
the six high energy facilitiesof the AerothermalLoads Branch--the8' High
TemperatureTunnel (8' HTT), 1' x 3' High EnthalpyAerothermalTunnel (1' x 3'
HEAT),the 7" High TemperatureTunnel (7" HTT), and the I, 5, and 20 MW Aero-
thermalArc Tunnels.
A major thrust will be the verificationtesting in the 7" HTT of tech-
niques for providingalternateMach numbers (4, 4.5, and 5) and oxygen enrich-
ment of the methane air combustionproductstest stream. This effort is in
support of the modification(FY 85 CofF) of the 8' HTT which will make it a
uniquenationalresearchfacilityfor testingair-breathingpropulsionsystems
for very high speed aircraftand missiles.
During FY 85 the Curved Surface SuperalloyTPS, a Rene' 41 hot tankage
structure,and three aerothermalloads models will be tested in the 8' HTT.
Flow in the test sectionof the 1' x 3' High EnthalpyAerothermalTunnel
will be surveyed/calibrated,a new test section panel holder will be checked
out and the oxygenenrichmentsystemwill be refurbishedto permit calibration
of high enthalpyflows in early FY 85.
Selectedhighlightsof proposed FY 85 milestones are listed below and are
shown by figures71 through 73.
Thermal Loads:
- QuiltedTile Array SimulatingThermallyBowed MetallicTPS
- Chine Tile-GapHeatingModel
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FacilitiesOperationand Development:
- Modificationsto Upgradethe Langley8' High Temperature
Tunnel (OxygenEnrichmentand AlternateMach Number)
Each highlightis accompaniedby descriptivematerial.
ThermalStructuresBranch
There are severalmajor research activitiesfor FY 85 which collectively
represent a concerted thrust to advance the state of the art in thermal
structures (figure74). System studies will continue to identifytechnology
mods in the area of structuresand materials. Emphasiswill be on the AOTV
class of vehicles. A scramjetstrut will be deliveredand tests initiatedto
validate the pin-fin cooling concept for propulsion structures. Airframe
structuralconceptswill emphasizeadvancedcompositematerialstructuralcon-
cepts which use advancedfabricationprocedureswhich allow unique structural
arrangements. Thermal protection system (TPS) concepts verificationswill
continue with the analysis and testing of curved superalloy panel arrays.
Testingand data analysiswill be completedon the C/C TPS panel joint config-
uration. Analyticalmethodsfor design analysiswill be enhancedby improving
the SPAR Thermal Analyzer. Analysis research will also address integrated
thermal-structuralanalysis, to include improvementof error analysis and
adaptive-gridtechniques,algorithms,and interactivegraphics. The integra-
ted conceptualdesign analysisprogramsalreadydevelopedwill be documented.
Selected highlights of proposed FY 85 milestones are listed below and are
shown by figures75 through78.
StructuralSystemsStudies:
- StructuralSystem Study of MilitaryAerospaceVehicles
ConceptDevelopment:
- Curved MetallicTPS
- Analysisand Test of StiffenedCarbon-CarbonCompressionPanels
AnalyticalMethodsand Applications:
- Thermal/StructuralAnalysisand Optimization
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
This publication documents the FY 1984 accomplishments,research and
technology highlights, and FY 1985 plans for the Loads and Aeroelasticity
Division.
REFERENCES
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SPANWISECURVATURERAISES FLUTTERDYNAMICPRESSURE
Jose"A. Rivera
ConfigurationAeroelasticityBranch
Extension2661
RTOP 505-33-43
Research Objective- The Navy is designingcurved fins for use on a new missile. These fins, which are
curved in the spanwlsedirection, fold around the missile body so it can fit into existing submarine
missile storage tubes. Because there is no informationin the literature on the effects of spanwise
curvatureon flutter, the Navy sought NASA Langley'shelp. To initiate research in this area and thus
providethe needed data, an experimental/analyticalstudy of a generic wing planformhas been conducted
to determinethe effectof spanwisecurvatureon flutter.
Approach - A series of rectangularplanformwings (figure7(h)) of aspect ratio 1.5 were fluttertested
in the NASA LangleyTransonicDynamicsTunnel (TDT). The only differencebetweenmodels in the series
was in curvaturewhich ranged from zero (flat)to 1.05. (Curvatureas used here is the reciprocalof the
radius of curvature.) Each model had a NACA 65-A010airfoil section. Flutteranalyseswere conducted
for correlationwith the experimentalresults by using structural finite element methods and planar
subsonic lifting surface theory. Displacementsperpendicularto the curved surfaces were used in
calculatingthe unsteadyaerodynamicloads with the planar theory.
AccomplishmentDescription- Measured and calculated results obtained are shown in the figure as the
variationof dynamicpressureat flutterwith wing curvature. All results are for a Mach number of 0.7.
These results show that curvatureincreasesthe flutterspeed for wings with an airfoil cross section.
Althoughthe reason for this increasewas not determinedspecificallyduring this study, the increase is
believedto be caused by a change in characterof the vibrationmode shapes as curvatureis increased.
The analyticalresultsare in good agreementwith the experimentalresults. The kernel functionanalysis
gave conservative results for the uncurved wing and became slightly unconservativeas curvature
increased,whereasthe doubletlatticeresultswere conservativethroughout.
FuturePlans - The resultswill be publishedin a NASA TP.
Figure7(a).
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FLUTTERTESTINGTECHNIQUESDEVELOPEDFORUSE IN CRYOGENICWINDTUNNELS
Stanley R. Cole
Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch
Extension 2661
RTOP505-33-43
Research Objective - A flutter test was conducted in the O.3-M Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel at NASALangley
to explore the feasibility of conducting flutter tests in a cryogenic wind tunnel. Several tunnel
operating procedures were evaluated during the tunnel test to determine the more appropriate procedure
for conducting cryogenic flutter tests. A further objective was to determine if Reynolds number effects
could be separated from the effects of other parameters which are known to influence flutter and, if so,
how significant are the effects of Reynolds number on conventional wing flutter.
Approach - It was realized before this wind-tunnel test that no tunnel operating procedure could comple-
tely separate Reynolds number effects from the effects of mass ratio and temperature. Therefore, reli-
able analytical flutter prediction trends were needed to adjust the experimental results so that the
Reynolds number effects on flutter could be determined. The approach used for this test was to design a
simple flutter model for which a reliable flutter analysis could be made. The model design consists of a
relatively rigid wing mounted on an integral, rectangular beam flexure (figure 8(b)). The model had a
1.5 aspect ratio rectangular wing with a NACA64A010 airfoil shape. During the wind-tunnel test, experi-
mental flutter predictions were made for several Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers.
Accomplishment Description - The feasibility of conducting flutter tests in cryogenic wind tunnels was
examined through this test. It has been found that, while useful flutter testing is possible in a cryo-
genic tunnel, many considerations must be made which are not usual concerns for flutter tests in conven-
tional wind tunnels. The primary concern is the large changes in material properties which occur with
changing temperature. The operating procedure that was found to be most desirable for this test was to
increase pressure in the tunnel while holding Mach number and temperature constant. But this procedure
required that the Reynolds number varied as the flutter condition was approached. Analytical trends
obtained through flutter analysis were used to adjust the experimental results for the effects of mass
ratio and temperature. In this manner, the effects of Reynolds number on flutter were found to be small
for this model. This was not unexpected for the airfoil used in these tests. A slight decrease in the
flutter dynamic pressure was found to occur with increasing Reynolds No. over the range of 5 to 20 x 106.
Future Plans - Results of the cryogenic flutter model test will be documented in a paper at the 1985 AIAASDMConference.
Figure 8(a).
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X-WINGAEROELASTICDIVERGENCEANALYTICALMETHODSVALIDATEDBY TDT TEST RESULTS
Stanley R. Cole
Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch
Extension 2661
RTOP532-06-13
Research Objective - The X-Wing vehicle, currently being designed by Sikorsky under NASAAmes direction,
is a helicopter that can convert to an airplane mode by stopping its rotor during forward flight. The
rotor blades utilized in the X-Wing vehicle are unusually high aspect ratio wings with large sweep angles
when the stopped rotor configuration is considered. These conditions raise questions about the accuracy
of aeroelastic stability predictions. A test was conducted in the Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) at
NASALangley to determine the validity of the analytical methods. The objectives of the TDT test were to
determine the effect of sweep angle on aeroelastic divergence, to examine the effect of tip shape on
divergence, and to correlate these results with analysis.
Approach - A straight, cantilevered wing model with an aspect ratio similar to the X-Wing design was
readily available for testing in the TDT. A support system was designed to allow the model to be set at
A : 0°, -15 °, -30 °, -45 ° , or -60 ° as shown in figure 9(b). At each sweep angle, the divergence
instability was predicted using a subcritica] response technique. Two tip shapes (shown in the figure)
were tested in the ^ : -45 ° position as a further verification of the analytical methods. These two tip
shapes would be identical in the A : 0° case. An aeroelastic divergence analysis of the model was
conducted for comparison with the experimental results.
Accomplishment Description - Predictions were obtained for each sweep angle with the rectangular tip.
The high-aspect ratio model had a minimum divergence point near A : -45:. This is significant because
the most critical configuration for the X-Wing will be the stopped rotor position rather than other
azimuth angles which will be encountered during the conversion phase of flight. The second tip, which is
parallel to the flow, was tested in the A : -45 ° position. This tip configuration resulted in a 14
percent increase in the divergence dynamic pressure which was also predicted by analysis. The analytical
predictions for this model were conservative for all sweep angles except A : 0°, At zero sweep, the
analytical result agreed with the experimental prediction. The analytical methods used in this study
were also used in a comparative study with the Sikorsky analysis of the actual X-Wing design
configuration. Based on this analytical comparison and the TDT test data, it is concluded that the
X-Wing design results are conservative predictions of static divergence speeds.
Future Plans - The X-Wing model test is complete. Results of the study will be documented in a NASA
Technica| Memorandumfor use by the NASAX-Wing Project Office.
Figure 9(a).
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FLIGHT TESTSHOWSLAMINARFLOWCONTROLRESEARCHAIRCRAFTFREEOF FLUTTER
F. W. Cazier, Jr.
Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch
Extension 2661
RTOP505-33-43
Research Objective - The NASAJetstar (figure lO(b)) has been substantially modified in order to fly the
Laminar Flow Control (LFC) experiment. Modifications of significance to flutter include removal of the
external fuel tanks, and installation of leading edge test sections on the left and right wings designed
by Lockheed and Douglas, respectively. Upper and lower wing fairings aft of these devices complete the
test sections. The Douglas device includes a Krueger flap which is deployed at low speeds and
altitudes. The gap in the trailing edge flap left by the tank removal has been closed. The leading edge
flaps have been disabled and the leading edge fuel tanks dried up. The objective of the flight flutter
test was to establish that the modified airplane was free of flutter within the research flight envelope.
Approach - Two tests were conducted on the LFC Jetstar at DFRF by LaRC personnel. First, a ground
vibration test was performed. Four electromechanical shakers were used to excite the airplane.
Fundamental aircraft structural modes were determined. Emphasis was placed on determining wing
frequencies, mode shapes, and damping. Wing control surface modes, and the Krueger-flap modes were also
determined.
Q
A flight fluttertest was then conducted. The airplanehad been instrumentedwith accelerometerson the
liftingsurfacesand positiontransducerson the control surfaces. Two configurationswere tested: the
Krueger flap deployed and retracted. At each test point, stabilized data was obtained and then the
aileron,elevator and rudder were manually pulsed. The telemetereddata was then analyzedto determine
whetheror not the plane was near a flutterinstability.
AccomplishmentDescription- The ground vibration test mode shapes and frequenciesagreed well with
predictedvalues used in flutteranalyses. In the subsequentflighttests, the aircraftwas shown to be
flutterfree over its researchflightenvelope. This envelopeencompassedall flighttest conditionsfor
the laminar flow experimentsplus additionalmargin for overspeed conditions. Both the Krueger flap
retractedand extendedenvelopeswere clearedover their respectiveenvelopes.
Future Plans - With the airplane being clearedof flutter,the laminar flow controlexperimentsproper
can now be conducted. The two leadingedge test sectionsare now being checked.
Figure lO(a).
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FLUTTEROF FOUR-ENGINETRANSPORTWINGWITH WINGLETPREDICTABLEBY ANALYSIS
Charles L. Ruhlin
Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch
Extension 2661
RTOP505-33-43
Research Objective - The present study was a cooperative Douglas/NASA investigation to determine
experimentally the effects of winglets on the transonic flutter characteristics of a four-engine
transport type wing for correlation with analysis. Secondary objectives were to obtain steady pressure
data and aeroelastic load and deformation data for comparison with results calculated from current fluid
dynamics computer codes. This study is part of on-going winglet flutter research that has included
cooperative efforts with Grummanon an executive jet transport wing (no wing-mounted engines) and with
Boeing on a twin-engine transport type wing.
Approach - Transonic flutter tests were conducted jointly in the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT)
uslng a Douglas built, .08-size semispan flutter model of an advanced four-engine transport type wing
(figure 11(b)). The model was cantilever-mounted through a soft roll spring to a NASAfive-component
aerodynamic force balance on the tunnel sidewall. The wing was of a spar-pod type construction with a
supercritical airfoil section and flexibly mounted simulated engine nacelles. Pressure orifices were
locatedat the 0.69 semispanstationto measurethe chordwisesteady static pressuredistributionvia a
scannivalve. Thin tufts were attached sparsely to the undersides of the outboard four wing segments to
detect flow separation. Flutter configurations investigated included the nominal wing and engines with
(1) a basic winglet, (2) a lightweight winglet, and (3) a wing tip with the winglet replaced by a boom
having the same mass as the lightweight winglet. The basic winglet was also flutter tested on the wing
having the inboard pylon softened in pitch. Aerodynamic load and pressure measurements were made
primarily on a clean wing (no engines) with wing tip boomconfiguration.
Accomplishment Description - Transonic flutter boundaries were measured for the flutter configurations.
The flutter modewas in all cases an outer wing bending-torsion mode which was strongly influenced by the
winglet presence. A typical flutter test-analysis correlation is shown in a plot of normalized flutter
speed against Mach number M for the nominal wing and engines with the basic winglet (see figure). It
can be seen that the theory agreed well with test results at the critical M (_.8), but was somewhat low
at the lower M. The analysis employed doublet lattice aerodynamics corrected by a scalar (based on
experimental data) at each M. Overall the measured static pressures, aeroelastic load and deformation
data agreed reasonably with the analytically predicted results. The experiments also provided useful
guides for aerodynamic analysis improvements.
Future Plans - There are no plans for additional testing of this model.
Figure 11(a).
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EFFECTSOF 600 GALLONFUEL TANKSONF-16 FLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSTUDIEDIN TDT
Moses G. Farmer and Frank W. Cazier, Jr.
Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch
Extension 2661
RTOP505-43-33
Research Objective - Modern fighter airplanes such as the F-16 carry many types and combinations of
external wing-mounted stores; bombs, missiles, and fuel tanks, for example. Carriage of these stores
changes the dynamic characteristics of the airplane which, in turn, affects the flutter characteristics
of the airplane. The objective of the current test was to determine the effects on F-16 flutter
characteristics of carrying 600 gallon fuel tanks on a new non-jettisonable pylon.
Approach.- Tests were conducted in the Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) using a 1/4 scale aeroelastic
model of the F-16 airplane. The picture of the full-span, cable-mounted model in figure 12(b) shows the
model carrying only a 600 gallon tank mounted at an inboard location on each wing. Other configurations
were tested also with additional stores, bombs and missiles, carried outboard on the wings.
_ Accomplishment Description - The flutter characteristics of 27 external store configurations were
determined. The experimental results obtained showed that the flight envelope for the airplane is
restricted when the 600 gallon tanks are mounted on non-jettisonable pylons. The experimental results
did not always agree well with analytical predictions. The severity of the flight restriction was found
to depend on the fuel distribution in the three compartments of each tank and also on what other stores
are being carried at the outboard wing store locations. For example the restriction is more severe with
an air-to-air missile on the wing tip than if the missile is carried under the wing. A similar result
had been found analytically prior to the test.
Future Plans - These test results will be used by General Dynamics together with analytical and flight
test results to establish flight operation procedures and restrictions for the aircraft.
Figure 12(a).
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EFFECTSOF NEWMULTI-PURPOSEPYLONSONF-16 FLUTTERCHARACTERISTICSTUDIEDIN TDT
Moses G. Farmer and Frank W. Cazier, Jr.
Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch
Extension 2661
RTOP505-43-33
Research Objective - Modern fighter airplanes such as the F-16 are required to carry stores on pylons
mounted under the wings of the aircraft. In an attempt to improve the operating efficiency of the F-16,
a new multi-purpose pylon is being developed which will enable several bombs or missiles to be quickly
loaded onto an airplane, thereby, reducing turn-around time between combat missions. The multi-purpose
pylons (MPPS), which are larger and heavier than previous pylons, can carry stores on two side-by-side
launcher rails. This current study was conducted to determine the effects of MPPSon F-16 flutter
characteristics.
Approach - A test was conducted in the NASATransonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) using a 1/4 scale aeroelastic
model of the F-16 airplane. The model was mounted on the two-cable mount system. The wing span of the
model is about 7.5 feet. Figure 13(b) shows a view looking downstream and up underneath the right wing
of the model. An air-to-air missile can be seen on the wing tip. The aft portion of a fuel tank can be
seen near the wing root. An MPP, which is located at the wing midspan, has an MK-84 bomb attached to its
outer rail. For other configurations,differentcombinationsof stores were installedon the MPPS and at
the other store locationson each wing. A total of 21 configurationswere tested.
AccomplishmentDescription- The experimentalresults showed that the airplane flight envelope will be
restrictedby flutterif MPPS like the ones tested are used on the F-16. This resultwas consistentwith
those obtainedby analysis. In an attemptto reduce the flight restrictions,the locationand stiffness
of attachment points between the stores and the MPPS were varied. The changes, however, had little
effect on the fluttercharacteristics.
Future Plans - No further wing-tunnel tests are currently planned. General Dynamics, the MPPSdesigner,
is currently using the wind-tunnel test data and analytical results to develop modifications to the MPPS
design that will provide satisfactory flutter characteristics.
Figure 13(a).
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DECOUPLERPYLONPROGRAM
F. W. Cazier, Jr.
Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch
Extension 2661
RTOP's 505-33-43 and 533-02-73
Research Objective - To demonstrate passive suppression of wing/store flutter on a modern lightweight
fighter airplane (figure 14(b)).
Approach - The Decoupler Pylon Program consists of analyses, wind-tunnel tests, and flight tests of a
NASApatented pylon. The decoupler pylon dynamically isolates the wing from external store pitch inertia
effects by means of soft-spring and damper components. An alignment system can be incorporated to
minimize static pitch deflections of the store due to maneuvers and aerodynamic loads. Analyses and
wind-tunnel tests of YF-17 and F-16 flutter models with stores have shown increases in flutter dynamic
pressure in excess of lO0-percent over the same stores mounted on standard pylons.
The flight test program demonstrated flutter suppression on the F-16 with the same store configuration
tested in the wind tunnel. The decoupler pylon goal was to demonstrate a 70-percent increase in flutter
dynamic pressure over a production pylon. The flight tests bring into focus the effects of turbulence,
flight maneuvers, store ejection and flight control system interactions.
Accomplishment Description - The flight test stores configuration includes the following: AIM-9J wingtip
missles, GBU-8 bombs near midspan, and half full 370 gallon fuel tanks. The flights were first made with
the 2250-pound GBU-8 mounted on the F-16 production pylon. The continual strong pounding oscillations
which characterize the flutter with the mid-wing store mounted on its standard pylon are shown on the
right side of the figure. The flights were then repeated with the GBU-8mounted on decoupler pylons. As
can be seen in the figure, the decoupler pylon successfully suppresses the wing/store flutter. No
evidence of flutter was detected throughout the flight envelope of this stores configuration. An 84%
increase in dynamic pressure over the production pylon was demonstrated by the decoupler pylon.
Maneuvers up to 4 g's were performed throughout the flight envelope. Only small pitch deflections of the
store were recorded such that the alignment system was seldom needed. It performed well and realigned
the store when activated. At the conclusion of the flight test program, one GBU-8 was ejected
demonstrating that weapon separation is normal from the decoupler pylon.
Future Plans - The program is complete. All objectives of the program were met.
Figure 14(a).
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HIGHERHARMONIC ONTROLTECHNOLOGYTRANSFERANDFLIGHT DEMONSTRATION
John H. Cline
Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch
Extension 2661
RTOP505-42-23
Objective - The objective of the Higher Harmonic Control (HHC) Flight Test Program (a combined program
of NASA-LaRC,Army Structures Lab and Hughes Helicopter, Inc., the prime contractor) is to implement on a
full scale helicopter for flight research a vibration reduction concept that was shown to be feasible in
wind-tunnel studies. The ultimate goal was a program review and technology demonstration of the HHC
equipped OH-6A Helicopter for members of the helicopter industry, government researchers and users.
Approach - The Higher Harmonic Control flight test program was initiated in September 1980 after a
preliminary design study identified an Army OH-6A (S/N 68-17230) helicopter as the best testbed aircraft
available for concept demonstration. The flight test helicopter is shown in figure 15(b). Higher
Harmonic Control is achieved by superimposing sinusoidal non-rotating swashplate motions at the blade
passage frequency (4 per revolution for a 4-bladed rotor) upon the basic collective and cyclic flight
control inputs. The frequency of the inputs is the blade passage frequency because this is the frequency
of the loads which are to be suppressed. The amplitude and phase of the HHCinputs are calculated by an
onboard computer using an optimum adaptive control law with tri-axial accelerometers at the pilots seat
providing vibration information. The HHCconcept required the design and construction of high frequency
hydraulic actuators and servovalves, and a flightworthy electronic control unit to extract the 4 per rev
vibrations from total accelerometer signals. In addition a softness in the OH-6A control system was
identified in late 1981 which caused a redesign of the OH-6A basic control system bellcranks and mixer.
Accomplishments - Flight testing of this active control concept began in the summer of 1982 at the U.S.
Army, Castle DomeHeliport outside Yuma, AZ and was subsequently moved to the Hughes Helicopter, Mesa, AZ
flight test facility. In January of 1983, in light of the success of the flight tests to date, it was
decided that the concept was ready for demonstration to members of the government research community,
government helicopter users, and selected members of the helicopter industry. To this end, the aircraft
was completely renovated, including rebuilding of HHC actuators. On May i0, 1984, a total of
approximately 50 personnel from government and industry attended the technology transfer and user
demonstration with nine of these persons flying in the aircraft to evaluate the HHCsystem. Results to
date indicate that the HHCsystem is very effective in reducing 4-per-rev vibration levels, lllustrative
results shown on the figure indicate that some system-on vibration levels are only about I0 percent of
baseline values (system off) for both level and maneuvering flight conditions.
Future Plans - The planned research flight program, including testing in accelerating maneuvers, will be
completed and documented.
Figure 15(a).
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INITIALTDT TESTPROVIDESESSENTIALDATABASEFOR JVX PRELIMINARYDESIGNDEVELOPMENT
WilliamT. Yeager,Jr.,CharlesL. Ruhlin,and RobertG. Cramer,Jr.
ConfigurationAeroelasticityBranch
Extension2661
RTOP 505-42-23
Research Objective - The Department of Defense has awarded a preliminary design contract to Bell and
Boeing/Vertolfor a Joint Advanced Vertical Lift (JVX) aircraft. The JVX will have wing-tip mounted
tilting engines driving proprotors that will allow operation in both a low-speed helicopter mode and a
high-speedairplane mode. To provide an experimentaldata base needed for the JVX design development,a
O.2-size aeroelasticallyscaled, semi-span model of a preliminary JVX design was tested in the Langley
Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT). Specific test objectives were to determine wing/rotor stability in the
airplane mode, to measure rotor and control system loads and vibration data primarily in the helicopter
to airplane conversionmode, and to correlate these results with analysis.
Approach - The test was conducted by a team of NASA-Army-Bell-Boeing/Vertolpersonnel for a period of
eight weeks (Feb.-Apr.1984). The model as shown in figure 16(b) consists of a scaled, cantileveredwing
and pylon/rotorsystem that could be operated with the rotor either powered or w|ndmilling. During the
test, the pylon and rotor could be remotely tilted from the helicopter mode to the airplane mode. The
model was tested in both air (low Mach number operation) and freon (high Mach number operation) at
densities correspondingto altitudes from sea level to 15,000 feet. Model parameters tested included:
I) pylon to wing locking (on and off downstop), 2) rotor RPM, 3) wing aerodynamics, 4) wing spar
stiffness, 5) rotor pitch-flap coupling, and 6) rotor control system stiffness. Sub-critical damping
data were obtained by exciting the model in the wing beam, chord, and torsion modes. The system damping
was then extractedfrom the model responseto this excitation.
AccomplishmentDescription- Wing beammode instabilitieswerecritical(lowestflutterspeed)for most
modelconfigurationstestedalthoughsomewingchordmode instabilitydatawerealsoobtained.Rotorand
fixed systemloads were measuredfor the helicopterto airplaneconversioncorridor. The measured
dampingresultswere comparedwith pre-testpredictionsmade by Bell and Boeing/Vertolusing two
analyses,DYN4,developedin-houseby Belland CAMRAD,developedat NASA-Amesby W. Johnsonand usedby
Boeing/Vertol.Becausethe experimentalaeroelasticinstabilitiesoccurredat scaledspeedsconsiderably
below those predictedby either analysis,the major impact of this test was to cause a detailed
re-examinationof, and changesto, the inputsand degreesof freedomused in both DYN4 and CAMRAD.The
figureshowsboththe pre-testand post-testanalyticalresultsfrom CAMRADcomparedto testdata for an
airplaneconfigurationwithwindmillingrotorat both85% and 100%of scaledoperationalrotorRPM. The
agreementbetweenthe currentpost-testanalyticalresultsand the testdata is consideredsatisfactory.
FuturePlans- A secondseriesof testswereconductedin June/July.The existingmodelwas modifiedto
be more representativeof the latestJVX design. The objectivesof this second seriesof tests are
similarto thoseof the first,and weremet. The resultsare beinganalyzed.
Figure16(a).
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LANGLEYANALYSIS PREDICTSMEASUREDSTABILITYCHARACTERISTICSOF JVX MODEL
RaymondG. Kvaternik
ConfigurationAeroelasticityBranch
Extension2661
RTOP 532-06-13
Objective r The JVX is the multi-mission,multi-servicetiltrotor aircraft which is currently under
preliminarydesign by a Bell-BoeingVertol team. To provide the data base needed for the JVX design
development,a .2-size,aeroelasticallyscaled, semi-spanmodel of first a preliminarydesign and then an
updatedversionwere tested in two separateentries into the LangleyTransonicDynamicsTunnel (TDT). A
key objectivewas to determineaeroelasticstabilityof the rotor/wingsystem in the high-speedairplane
mode of flight (figure17(c)) and to correlatethese resultswith analysis. During the first test, the
instabilitiesoccurredat airspeedsconsiderablybelow those predictedby either contractoreach using a
different stability analysis code. Because no immediate explanation could be found for these
discrepancies,an independentanalysisby Langleyusing a differentstabilityanalysiscode was performed
to provideinsightinto the lack of correlation.
Approach - The Langley studieswere carried out using PASTA (ProprotorAeroelasticStability Analysis)
which is a modifiedversionof a computerprogramoriginallydevelopedhere about 14 years ago to support
tiltrotortests in the TDT. The equationsunderlyingthe PASTA code are linear and are based on a rather
simple mathematicalmodel of a rotor having a gimballedhub. The rotor is assumed to be in axial flow
(airplane mode) and to be windmilling (nonthrusting). Quasi-steady strip-theory aerodynamics are
employed for the blade airloading;the wing aerodynamicloading is assumed to be zero. A modal
representationis employed for the wing structure. Calculationswere made for a wide variety of
configurationsof the gimballed-hubversion of the model. Parameters varied included pylon-to-wing
locking (on and off downstop),rotor RPM, blade pitch-flapcoupling,hub flappingrestraint,and wing and
blade stiffnessdistributions. In addition, PASTA was used to analyze several configurationsof the
model with an updatedhub design which had offset flappinghinges in additionto the gimbal.
Figure 17(a).
LANGLEYANALYSIS PREDICTSMEASUREDSTABILITYCHARACTERISTICSOF JVX MODEL
(Continued)
AccomplishmentDescription- Illustrativeresults are presented in the figure as the variations with
airspeed of calculatedand measured dampingand frequencyof the three lowest wing modes (beam, chord,
and torsion) which are of importanceto stabilityof the rotor/wing system. In addition, calculated
results for the blade lag mode are also shown. The wing beam mode (primarilywing vertical bending) is
seen to be critical (lowest flutterspeed) for the case shown. This mode was critical for most of the
configurationsanalyzed. There was, however,one configurationwhich exhibitedan instabilityin a wing
chord mode (mainlywing fore-and-aftbending). The wing torsion mode was not critical for any of the
configurationsstudied. The peaks in the calculateddamping curves for the wing chord mode at about 65
knots and the wing beam mode at about 85 knots are due to coupling of the blade lag (inplanebending)
mode first with the chord mode and then with the beam mode as velocity is increased,as can be seen by
inspection of the plot showing the variation of the modal frequencieswith airspeed. The degree of
correlationshown here is typical of that obtained for all other configurationsof the model with the
gimballed hub. Further, using a physically-basedapproximationas an expedient,the PASTA analysis,
although not directly applicable to the model with the updated hub, was also applied to those
configurationswith surprisinglygood results. A rather intensivedialog was maintainedbetween Langley
and the contractorsduring these studieswhich has led to a better understandingof why the contractor
analysesdid not better predictthe experimentalresults.
Future Plans: Resultswill be documentedin a NASA report.
Figure 17(b).
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GENERALIZEDUNSTEADYAIRLOADCAPABILITYALLOWSASSESSMENT
OF PADEAPPROXIMATIONSFOR NONHARMONICMOTIONS
HerbertJ. Cunninghamand Robert N. Desmarais
UnsteadyAerodynamicsBranch
Extension4236
RTOP505-33-43
Research Objective - The objective of this research is to develop the capabilityto predict unsteady
aerodynamic forces for arbitrary values of complex frequency, appropriate to growing and decaying
oscillatorymotionsof aeroelasticstructures. This capabilityis needed for more accurateevaluationof
active controldesigns, especiallyfor gust responseand dynamic loads analyses. Also, the capability
will allow accurate assessmentof the commonly used Pade-approximantmethod of representingthese air
loads in nonharmonicmotions.
Approach - The existing FAST computerprogramfor flutter analysiswas modifiedto allow complex values
of the reducedfrequencyin the expressionfor the kernel function. Also, the traditionalV-g equations
of dynamic equilibriumwere modified so that consistenteigensolutionsare obtained for all speeds and
not just the flutterspeed as is the case in the V-g analysis.Q
Accomplishment - Figure 20(b) shows at the right a comparison of the first-torsion-modecomplex
generalizedforce for the exampleplanformat M = 0.8, and for reduced frequencyk in the range 0 to 1.
Excellent agreement of the Pad_ approximationwith the exact (kernel function) results is shown for
harmonicmotion ({ = 0), and for growingmotion ({ negative). The agreementis almost as good for motion
decaying with _ = 0.1, but for the rapid decay, _ = 0.577, the good agreement extends only to about
k = 0.25. For higher k the Pad_ approximationdeparts from the exact curve. This comparison is from
NASA TP 2292, which also features good approach-to-flutterpredictionsfor the DAST ARW-1 flutter test
vehicle.
Future Plans - The new generalizedsubsonickernel function can be applieddirectly in analysesof gust
response and of active controls for flutter suppression. Alternativelyit can be used to assess the
validityof aerodynamicapproximationsalreadyin use for these purposes.
Figure 20(a).
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EFFICIENTACCURATEVISCOUSBOUNDARYLAYER MODEL COUPLEDWITH XTRAN2LCODE
James T. Howlett
UnsteadyAerodynamicsBranch
Extension4236
RTOP 505-33-43
ResearchObjective- The objectiveof this effort is to improvethe accuracyof numericalpredictionsof
unsteady transonic flow phenomena by the accurate modeling of viscous effects in unsteady
finite-differencetransoniccomputercodes.
Approach - An existing quasi-steadyintegral boundary layer method has been coupled with unsteady,
inviscid,transoniccomputercode XTRAN2Ldevelopedat Langley. The coupling procedureis derived from
the LTRAN2 viscouscode developedby Donald Rizzettafor Ames ResearchCenter. Severalmodificationsto
Rizzetta'sprocedurehave been made; the most importantbeing the abilityto iteratethe viscous-inviscid
solutionsat each time step and the inclusionof an explicitcouplingtechniquewhich greatlyaccelerates
convergence.
AccomplishmentDescription- Viscouscalculationshave been made for severalairfoils under both steady
and unsteadyflow conditions. The unsteadyconditionsinvestigatedincludeharmonicoscillationsas well
as transient pulses for obtainingunsteadyairload frequencyresponse functionsfrom a single transient
calculation. Figure 21(b) shows results which have been obtained for an NACA 64A010 airfoil. The
overallgood agreementshown betweenthe viscouscalculationsand experimentalresultsis typical for the
airfoilsstudied.
Future Plans - The techniqueswill be incorporatedinto the unsteady3-D transoniccode XTRAN3S. The 2-D
code will be systematicallyappliedto the AGARD computationaltest cases.
Figure21(a).
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INVISCID TRANSONICCODEPREDICTSDYNAMICAIRFOIL LIFT FOR TRANSIENTRAMPINGMOTION
David A. Seidel
Unsteady Aerodynamics Branch
Extension 4236
RTOP505-33-43
Research Objective - The objective of this research is to assess the ability of inviscid unsteady
aerodynamic computer codes to accurately predict unsteady pressures for large amplitude structural
motions. Comparisons were made with experimental pressures from oscillating models.
Approach - The computer code XTRAN2Lsolves the two-dimensional transonic small disturbance equation.
The code allows unsteady pressures and airloads to be calculated for prescribed airfoil pitching and
plunging motions. For this study, calculations were made to compare with experiments made on a NACAO012
airfoil undergoing a transient ramping motion in pitch angle from 0 to 15 degrees pitch angle. At these
conditions which are typical of some helicopter blade operating conditions, flow separation occurs at the
higher angles.
Accomplishment Description - The cases shown in figure 22(b) are AGARDStandard Aeroelastic Configuration
Computational Test Cases. They were defined and tested to examine the conditions of dynamic stall at
scaled time rates similar to those of a typical helicopter application. The pitch motions are at
nominally constant pitching rates with the case on the right having the faster rate or smaller
nondimensional time, Tmax _? achieve the maximum deflection. The figure shows the predicted andexperimental lift coefficien_ for the two cases. For the slower pitch transient shown on the left the
experimental data indicates that the flow stays attached up to a pitch angle of _ : 9 deg. and a lift
coefficient of 0.9. The faster pitch transient allows the flow to remain attached to _ : 11 deg. and
C_ : I.I. In both cases, the inviscid XTRAN2Lresults accurately predict the airfoil lift coefficient
up to the point of dynamic stall. This ability of an inviscid small disturbance code to provide
reasonably accurate transient airloads at such large displacements had not been anticipated.
Future Plans - The XTRAN2Lcode has been modified to allow the simulation of an attached boundary layer
coupled with the outer inviscid potential flow. This will enable more accurate calculations
(particularly of the moment coefficient) for large amplitude dynamic motions up to stall onset. To allow
treatment of cases including flow separation, improved viscous boundary layer modeling algorithms are
being developed.
Figure 22(a).
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XTRAN2LEXTENDEDTO MULTIPLESURFACECONFIGURATION
John T. Batina
Unsteady Aerodynamics Branch
Extension 4236
RTOP 505-33-43
ResearchObjective- The objectiveof this researchwas to extendthe XTRAN2Ltransoniccode to allow the
treatmentof 2-D multiple liftingsurfacessuch as closely-coupledcanard-wingconfigurations.
Approach - The two-dimensionalfinite-differencecode XTRAN2L provides a time-marchingsolution to the
nonlinear,small-disturbance,potentialequationfor transonicflow. The alternating-directionimplicit
(ADI) solution procedure of XTRAN2L has been extended to admit an additional lifting surface. The
program is now capable of computing unsteady transonic flowfields about 2-D interfering airfoil
configurations.
AccomplishmentDescription - To demonstratethe XTRAN2L multiple surface capability,selected steady
resultsare presentedfor a closely-coupledconfigurationas shown in figure 23(b). In this example,the
leading airfoil was placed one chordlengthupstream of the trailing airfoil (measuredfrom midchord to
_ midchord in units of trailing airfoil chordlength)and one-quarterchordlength above. Mean angles of
attack for both airfoilswere _ = 1° and the freestreamMach number was M = 0.5. The lifting pressure
coefficient,aCp , is plottedfor both isolatedand interferingconfigurations. In the upper-rightof
the figure, comparisonsof lifting pressurescalculatedwith the XTRAN2L code and with an independent
vortexlatticecode are given for the case of flat plate airfoils. The good agreementshown verifiesthe
XTRAN2L code modifications. The distance between the isolated aCp curves and the interferingaCp
curves representsthe aerodynamicinterferencebetween the two liftingsurfaces. For the configuration
shown, the leading airfoil produces a downwash on the trailing airfoil thus decreasing its aCp and
lift. Conversely,the trailing airfoil induces an upwash on the leading airfoil which increasesits
aCp and lift. In the lower-rightof the figure, XTRAN2L pressure distributionsfor NACA 0010 airfoils
at M = 0.5 furtherdemonstratethe aerodynamiccouplingbetween the airfoils. Mach number contourlines
for this case clearlyillustratethe stronginterferenceeffects.
Future Plans - This work is a preliminaryeffort to assess the incorporationof the multiple lifting
surfacecapabilityinto the three-dimensionaltransoniccode XTRAN3S. The multiple surfacecomputational
capabilitywill permit the assessmentof interferenceeffectson transonicunsteady airloadsand flutter.
Figure 23(a).
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AIRFOIL SHAPE, THICKNESS,CAMBER,ANDANGLEOF ATTACKEFFECTSONTRANSONICUNSTEADYAIRLOADS
John T. Batina
Unsteady Aerodynamics Branch
Extension 4236
RTOP 505-33-43
Research Objective - The objective of this study is to investigatethe effects of airfoil shape,
thickness,camber and angle of attack on transonicunsteadyairloadsas calculatedby a finite-difference
algorithm.
Approach - The two-dimensional,finite difference code XTRAN2L is used to determine the aerodynamic
forces. This code provides a time-marchingsolution to the nonlinear, small-disturbancepotential
equation for transonic flow. The harmonic airloads for airfoil plunging and pitching motions are
determined using the pulse transientmethod available in XTRAN2L. Shape effects were investigatedby
examiningthe pressuredistributions,shock locations,and unsteadyairloadsfor three 10% thick airfoils
of differentshape: NACA 0010, NACA 64A010, and parabolicarc. Thicknesseffects were determinedby
consideringa family of three airfoils with differentthickness: NACA 0008, NACA 0010, and NACA 0012.
Angle of attack and camber effectswere studiedby either includingmean angle of attack or by adding a
simple paraboliccamber distributionto the originallysymmetricairfoils.
AccomplishmentDescription - Figure 24(b) shows the effects of shape and thickness on the lift
coefficientdue to airfoil pitching C_ . The results shown on the left indicate that airfoils of
different shape yield transonicunstead_ airloads that have similar trends with frequencyeven though
their steady shock locationsare very different. Resultsfrom the thicknessstudy, shown on the right,
indicate that these airfoils also yield transonic unsteady airloads that have similar trends with
frequency. Here, the steady shock locationsfor the three airfoilswere matched by scalingMach number
using the steady transonic similarityrelation. In general, unsteady lift results for either shape or
thickness effects compare better than moment results. Detailed comparisonsof unsteady airloads show
similaritiesin effects due to shape, thickness, camber, or mean angle of attack. These comparisons
offer insightinto how to limit the number of transonicunsteadyaerodynamiccalculationsfor changes in
airfoilgeometryor angle of attack,therebyreducingcomputercosts.
Future Plans - This work is part of a continuing effort to investigatethe unsteady aerodynamicand
aeroelasticbehaviorof airfoilsin transonicflow as calculatedby finite-differencealgorithms.
Figure 24(a).
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TRANSONICCODEUSEDFORAIRFOIL ACTIVE FLUTTERCONTROL
John T. Batina
Unsteady Aerodynamics Branch
Extension 4236
RTOP 505-33-43
Research Objective - The objectiveof this study was to demonstratethe use of a transoniccode for the
study of active flutter control. The active control investigatedwas the feedback of a velocity
transducersignal,{s, to a 25% chord trailingedge controlsurfacewith rotationBc"
Approach- Transonicaeroelasticstabilityand responseanalyseswere performedfor NACA 64A006 and NACA
64A010 conventionalairfoils and an MBB A-3 supercriticalairfoil. Stability analyses were performed
using a state-spaceaeroelasticmodel termed the Pad_ model. The model was formulated using a Pad_
approximationof the unsteady aerodynamic forces calculated by the transonic small-disturbancecode
LTRAN2-NLR. Time-marchingresponseanalyseswere also performedby couplingthe structuralequationsof
motion to the LTRAN2-NLR code for simultaneoustime-integration. A modal identificationtechnique was
appliedto the time-marchingresponsecurves to estimate damping and frequencyof the aeroelasticmodes
for verificationof PadO model s-planeeigenvalues.
AccomplishmentDescription- Open-loop stabilityand response analyses were performedto determine the
o behaviorof the aeroelasticmodes as a functionof flight speed. For all of the cases considered,steady
shocks were relativelyweak and were located in the range of 50% to 60% chord. Pad_ model flight speed
root-locifor the MBB A-3 airfoilat M = 0.765, for example, are shown in the left part of figure 25(b).
Torsionand aileronmodes are both stable;with increasingflight speed the bending dominatedroot-locus
becomes the flutter mode. (Data to the right of the o/us = 0 line indicatesinstability). Open-loop
time-marchingsolutions shown on the right verify the Pade model predictions. Simple constant gain
control laws were studiedto determinethe behavior of the aeroelasticmodes as a function of control
gain. As shown in the right part of the figure, velocity feedback {s with positive control gains KV
stabilizedthe bending dominatedflutter pole and increasedtorsion mode damping. In general,the Pad_
model eigenvaluescomparedwell with the time-marchingmodal dampingand frequencyestimates. Therefore,
locally linear aeroelasticmodeling was found to be applicable to active control of 2-D airfoils in
transonicflow with mild shocks. The study also representsthe first applicationof a transoniccode to
active fluttercontrol.
Future Plans - The effects of viscous modeling on transonic aeroelasticityand active control are
currentlybeing examinedusingthe LaRC transoniccode XTRAN2L.
Figure 25(a).
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NON-ISENTROPICUNSTEADYTRANSONICSMALLDISTURBANCETHEORY
Dennis Fuglsang and Marc Williams
Purdue University
RTOP 505-33-43
Research Objective - The objective of this effort was to correct certain deficiencies that exist in
classical transonic small disturbance (TSD) potential theory. While TSD is a useful, efficient approxi-
mation to the full Euler equations of inviscid flow, the solutions obtained from it sometimes agree very
poorly with the corresponding Euler solutions (usually cases involving strong shocks). Also in certain
Mach number and angle of attack regions, multiple (nonunique) solutions are obtained for a given flow
field. Several simple modifications to TSD theory were introduced in order to more accurately model the
Euler equations and to resolve the nonuniqueness problem (apparently not present in the Euler equations).
Approach - Modificationsto the TSD equation are derived from a formal asymptotic developmentof the
Euler equationsincludingthe effects of shock generatedentropy. To first order, this results in the
classicalTSD equationwhile the second order terms providethe above noted modifications. This second
order theory involves;a) a new streamwiseflux formulationsatisfyingthe exact Prandtlrelation for
shock jump conditions,b) the inclusionof shock generatedentropyin the pressurecoefficientevaluation
and c) the convectionof that entropy in the wake boundarycondition. The modificationsare implemented
in the two dimensionalfinitedifferencecode XTRAN2L.
AccomplishmentDescription Steady and unsteady calculationswere made for the NACAO012 airfoil using
both the modified and unmodifiedsmall disturbancecodes. The calculationsindicatethat the modifica-
tions resolve the nonuniquenessproblem in static and dynamic cases, with the solutions giving good
agreementwith Euler code results. The modified flux and pressurecoefficientevaluationplace the shock
in the correctposition(withinone grid cell of the Euler solution)with the correct strength,in terms
of velocity (Prandtl relation is captured by the numerical scheme) and pressure. The convection of
entropyin the wake constrainsthe shock motion to realisticlocations(agreeingwell with Euler results)
for liftingflow cases while consistentlymodeling the entropy jump in the flow. Figure 26(b) clearly
showsthe effectsof the modifiedtheory for the steady pressuredistributionfor a case in the middle of
the nonuniquenessregion. Similar agreementwith the Euler code is obtained for cases outside the
nonuniquenessregion for the NACAO012 airfoil, and for NACA64A010 and NLR7301 airfoil cases. The
modifiedtheory requiresonly minor coding changes in existingsmall disturbancealgorithmsand entails
little increasein computationalcost.
Future Plans - The modified second order theory will be extended to an existing three dimensional
transonicsmall disturbancecode to enableunsteadyaerodynamiccalculationson wings in strongtransonic
flows. Also, it is anticipatedthat the second order theory,when coupledwith a viscousboundary layer
capability,will improveagreementwith experimentalunsteadypressuredistributions.
Figure 26(a).
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NONREFLECTINGFAR-FIELD BOUNDARYCONDITIONSIMPROVEUNSTEADYAIRLOADCALCULATIONS
Woodrow Whitlow, Jr.
UnsteadyAerodynamicsBranch
Extension4236
RTOP505-33-43
ResearchObjective- The objectiveof this researcheffort is to increasethe accuracyand efficiencyof
finite differencemethodsfor calculatingtransonicunsteadyaerodynamicloads on wings.
Approach - The original version of the XTRAN3S computer program for three dimensionaltransonic small
perturbationunsteadyaerodynamicanalysisincorporatedsteady state conditionsat the boundariesof the
computationaldomain. This caused disturbancesincidenton the boundariesto be reflectedback into the
computationalregion. The reflecteddisturbancescan cause errors in the calculatedunsteadyaerodynamic
loading. In this research effort, nonreflecting(characteristic)far-fieldboundary conditions,which
simulate outgoing waves at the boundaries, were developed. These conditions absorb most of the
disturbancesincidenton the boundaries.
Accomplishment Description - The boundary conditions were implemented in XTRAN3S and tested by
calculatingthe unsteadyforces on a flat plate rectangularwing with a pulse in root angle of attack a.
The lift response CA and frequency response function for the unsteady lift curve slope CA were
calculatedwith and withoutthe nonreflectingboundaryconditions. The calculationswere made forma free
streamMach number,M, of 0.85. The lift response,which should return smoothlyto zero after an initial
transient, is at the left of figure 27(b). Use of the steady state far-fieldconditions results in
oscillationsin calculatedlift well after the initialtransient. When the nonreflectingconditionsare
used, the lift returnssmoothlyto zero. In the frequencyresponse function,shown at the right of the
figure,the XTRAN3Sresultsare comparedwith these obtainedwith an exact kernel functionmethod. Using
the original far-fieldconditionscauses spurious oscillationsin the frequencyresponse. When the new
conditionsare used, the oscillationsare eliminatedand good agreementwith the kernel function method
is obtained.
Future Plans - Future plans include systematicstudiesto determinehow close the far-fieldboundaries
may be placed with no loss in accuracyof the computedresults. This could lead to fewer required grid
points and thus a more efficientcomputationalmethod.
Figure 27(a).
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LIFTING SURFACETHEORYFORA HELICOPTERROTORIN FORWARDFLIGHT
Hsiang Tai and Harry L. Runyan
UnsteadyAerodynamicsBranch
Extension4236
RTOP 505-33-43
ResearchObjective- To developa three dimensionalcompressible,time dependent lifting surfacetheory
for a he]icopterrotor in forwardflight.
Approach - The concept of the accelerationpotentialis followed in the present work. This technique
invo]vesthe solutionof the integralequation
w : IA LK dA
where A is the area of the rotor and w is the time dependentdownwashwhich is made equal to the surface
motion in such a manner that the surfaceis essentiallyimpenetrable. The aerodynamicloading,L, is the
unknownand representsthe desired pressure distributionon the rotor. The kernel, K, representsthe
downwash produced by a pressuredoubletof unit strengthon the rotor surface. The kernel is a complex
functionand involvesan intergrationin the time domain. The basic formulationis based on an inertial
coordinatesystem as illustratedat the top of figure 28(b).
AccomplishmentDescription- The integralequationhas been successfullysolved, includingthe evaluation
of a high order singularity. The computerprogram is now operationaland includesthe followingfeatures
(1) compressibility(2) multibladecapability(3) time dependencefor a vibratingrotor. Examplesof the
resultsare shown in the attachedfigure,where the differencein the thrust coefficientis given for the
compressibleand incompressiblecases. The thrust coefficientfor a one bladed rotor and a two bladed
rotor is also shown. Note the large interferenceeffect shown by the two bladed case from _ = 250° to
= 60°.
Future Plans - Plans for the followingyear include: 1) conduct systematic parametric studies 2)
correlationwith experiment and other analytical techniques 3) extension of the multibladedcase to
includemore chordwisesections4) calculationthe whole velocityflow field.
Figure 28(a).
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REYNOLDSNUMBEREFFECTSONUNSTEADYPRESSURESTUDIEDIN O.3M CRYOTUNNEL
Robert W. Hess and David A. Seidel
Unsteady Aerodynamics Branch
Extension 4236
RTOP 505-33-43
Research Objective - This effort had two objectives. The first was to develop and test experimental
techniques for measuring unsteady pressuresin a cryogenic environment. The second objectivewas to
measure the effects of Reynolds number on the unsteady pressure distributionof an oscillating, two
dimensional,supercritical,airfoilwith free transition.
Approach- The airfoiltested,SC(2)0714,is a well documented14 percentthick supercriticalairfoil. A
series of preliminary investigationswere conducted to develop and test the imstrumentationsystem.
Transducerinstallationintegritywas establishedfor the final configurationby repeatedcryo cyclingof
a simulatedtransducer subjectto a realisticpressure differential. The oscillatingdrive system was
designed to accomodatethermal expansionand contractionexperiencedby the tunnel test section during
operation(stagnationtemperatureranged from 120 to 340 deg. K and pressuresfrom 1 to 6 atm.).
m AccomplishmentDescription- The test conditionsare shown in figure 29(b). Measurementswere made over
a range of Reynolds numbers, based on a chord length of 6 inch., from 6 million to 35 million. Mach
number was varied at Reynoldsnumbers, Rn, of 15 and 30 million. For each data set, static pressure
measurementswere made from -2.5 to 2.5 deg. in 0.5 deg. increments. Unsteadypressuremeasurementswere
taken at mean agles of attack of from -2 to +2 degreesin 1 deg. increments. For those tunnel conditions
where both frequencyand amplitudewere varied,frequencywas varied from 5 Hz to a maximum of 60Hz and
amplitudewas varied from 0.25 deg. to a maximumof 1 deg. The uncorrectedstatic pressuredistributions
shown in the figure indicatelaminarflow and a weak shock at Rn of 6 million and a stronger shock in a
turbulent boundary layer at a Rn of 30 million. Unsteady pressure measurementswere made at static
angles of attack to obtaindata which will be used to locate transition. Steady and unsteadypressures
were surveyed in the wake and static tunnel floor and wall pressure measurementswere made for flow
correctioncalculations.
Future Plans - The data is being reduced and will be used to evaluate viscous and inviscid coupling
proceduresfor unsteadyB.L. codes.
Figure 29(a).
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A NEWFORMULATIONOF AIRPLANEDYNAMICLOADSEQUATIONS
Boyd Perry III AnthonyS. Pototzky
AeroservoelasticityBranch Kentron International
Extension3323 865-1010
RTOP 505-33-43
ResearchObjective- Historically,the equationsof motion (EOM)and the dynamic loads equations(DLE) of
flexibleairplaneshave been formulatedin the frequencydomain. Within the past decade a techniquefor
reformulatingthe EOM in the time domain has become well known and widely used. The purpose of the
presentwork is to reformulatethe DLE in the time domain in a manner analogousto the EOM reformulation.
Approach - The solutionof the EOM is a vector of generalizedcoordinates. The DLE are obtained using
the summationof forces method, in which this generalizedcoordinatorvector (q), its second derivative
(_), and a disturbancequantity (such as gust velocity, WQ or control deflection,6) each multiply
coefficientmatrices. The coefficientmatrix for _ contaiffsinertia terms and each element of this
matrix is a real constant. The coefficientmatrix for q contains aerodynamicterms due to airplane
motion; for Wg or 6, aerodynamicterms due to disturbance. Each elementof these aerodynamicmatrices
is complex and, in addition,is a tabular function of reduced frequency,k. In the new formulationof
airplaneDLE, these tabular functionsare each convertedto an approximatingrational polynomial in the
Laplacevariable,s. Once this conversionhas been made, it is a routinestep to transformthe DLE (and,
by an analogousmanner, the EOM) into a state space formulationin the time domain. This state space
formulationmakes available a wide range of computationaltools for performing multivariablecontrol
systemanalysisand synthesistasks.
AccomplishmentDescription- The sketch on the left side of figure 32(b) illustratesthe approximating
rational polynomial and correspondingtabular values for an element of one of the aerodynamicmatrices
for DAST ARW-2. A comparisonof dynamicload frequencyresponsefunctionsis presentedon the right side
of the figure. They both representwing root bendingmoment on ARW-2 due to oscillatingthe outboard
control surface on the wing and they both contain inertia, motion-aerodynamic, and
disturbance-aerodynamicomponents. One frequency response function was computed using the frequency
domain formulation of the DLE; the other with the time-domain reformulation. There is excellent
agreementin the magnitudecomparisonand very good agreementin the phase angle comparison.
Future Plans - There are plans to use this new formulationin computinggust loads on DAST ARW-2. In
addition,an AIAA paper and a NASA TM are proposed.
Figure 32(a).
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A METHODTO STABILIZE LINEAR SYSTEMSUSINGEIGENVALUEGRADIENTINFORMATION
Carol D. Wieseman
AeroservoelasticityBranch
Extension4232
RTOP 505-33-43
Research Objective- Most optimal control law synthesistechniquesrequire an initialcontrol law that
resultsin a stable closed-loopsystem. The methods that are presentlyused to determinesuch a control
law are largelytrial and error and can therefore be time consuming,especially for open-loop unstable
systems. The objective of this research is to develop a method that is mathematicallybased and
overcomesthe difficultiesassociatedwith the trial and error approaches.
Approach - A stable system is one in which all of the real parts of the system eigenvaluesare less than
zero. The problemis thereforeto determinethe control law parameters(gains,poles, zeros,etc.) that
make all the real parts of the eigenvaluesnegative. The method that has been developedto solve this
problem employsa gradient-basedoptimizationalgorithmto determinea search directionfor the control
law parametersthat will move all the eigenvaluesinto the left half of the complex plane. An important
element in employing the optimizationalgorithm is the calculation of the gradients. The present
research included the developmentof analytical expressionsfor the gradientsof the eigenvalueswith
respectto control law design variables. Initially,a direct constrainedoptimizationmethod (methodof
feasible directions)was used where the real parts of the eigenvalueswere the constraints. Due to
tracking problemsof the eigenvaluesand discontinuitiesin the eigenvaluegradients,this approach was
abandoned. An indirectconstrainedoptimizationmethod (a penalty function approach)was adopted where
the objectivefunction (KreisselmeierSteinhauser)was a penalty function of all the real parts of the
eigenvalues. The K.S. functionhas the characteristicthat the positive real parts of the eigenvalues
dominatethe value of the objectivefunction. Figure 33(b) shows a flow chart of the overallmethod.
AccomplishmentDescription- This method was applied to the design of an active flutter suppression
system for the DAST ARW-I wind tunnel model. Values for the control law design variables which would
stabilizethe systemwere determinedusing this method startingat severalarbitraryvalues of the design
variables. Figure 33(c) shows the results of a numericalexample. The control law was chosen to be
representedby a transferfunctionwith a third order numeratorand a fourthorder denominator. The gain
of the controllaw was chosen to be the design variable. A history of the gain, the objective function
and eigenvaluesare shown in the figure. The method was successfulin moving the unstableeigenvalueat
approximately350 rad/secinto the left-halfplane in five iterations.
Future Plans - Future plans includederivingthe remaininggradientsof the eigenvalueswith respect to
any parameters which make up the control system or the augmented system matrices. In addition, this
method will be reportedin a proposedNASA TP.
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FLEXSTABRESULTSUSEDTO MODIFYWINDTUNNELRIGID MODELDATAFOR
PREDICTIONOF FLEXIBLE AIRPLANEPERFORMANCE
C. V. Eckstrom
Aeroservoelasticity Branch
Extension 3834
RTOP505-33-43
Research Objective - Basic stability and control data are available for the DAST program flight vehicle
with the Aeroe]astic Research Wing (ARW-2) from measurements on a model tested in a wind tunnel through a
range of Mach numbers. The wind tunnel test model was essentially a rigid structure with the wing in the
desired shape for the design cruise conditions (Mach number of 0.80 and CL:.53). The research objective
is to obtain stability and control data for the flight research wing, which is quite flexible, by
modifying the wind tunnel data to account for: (I) the difference between the wind tunnel model design
cruise wing shape and the flight wing fabrication shape, and (2) the shape changes that occur to the
flexible flight wing because of aerodynamic 1oadings.
Approach -A Flexible Airplane Analysis Computer program called FLEXSTABis being used as the analysis
tool. To runFLEXSTAB it is necessary to input data describing the DASTARW-2 wing and aircraft geometric
and structural characteristics and the desired flight conditions of Mach number and dynamic pressure.
Because the FLEXSTABprogram uses a linear aerodynamic analysis method it is unable to accurately predict
the surface pressure distribution for a supercritical airfoil like that used on ARW-2. To improve
accuracy, corrections to the computed wing surface pressures are made, based on limited wind tunnel
measurements, using input provisions provided by FLEXSTAB. In spite of this, the FLEXSTABpredicted
aircraft stability and control characteristics do not match wind tunnel test data sufficiently well to be
used directly. The procedure is to obtain FLEXSTABresults for: (I) rigid models at both the design
cruise shape and the fabrication shape, and (2) for a flexible model (initially in the fabrication shape)
at various levels of flight _namic pressure. These FLEXSTABcalculations provide useable results in the
form of: incremental changes in angle of attack at zero lift, lift curve slope changes as a function of
dynamic pressure, incremental changes in pitching moment at zero lift, and incremental shifts in
aerodynamic center location that are then applied to the measured wind tunnel data to establish the
stability characteristics of the research wing.
Figure 34(a).
FLEXSTABRESULTSUSEDTO MODIFYWINDTUNNELRIGID MODELDATAFOR
PREDICTIONOF FLEXIBLE AIRPLANEPERFORMANCE
Continued
Accomplishment Description - The FLEXSTABprogram has been used as described to predict incremental
changes in stability and control characteristics for the DAST ARW-2 vehicle and research wing as a
function of fabrication shape and aerodynamic loading. A procedure has also been established for
modifying the wind tunnel data based on the predicted incremental changes from FLEXSTAB.Results for the
Mach number 0.80 case are presented on figure 34(c) for dynamic pressure variations from zero (rigid
case) to 800 psf. The difference between the wind tunnel rigid model data and the prediction for the
flexible airplane at q:O psf is a result of the flexible airplane fabrication shape being different than
that of the wind tunnel model. The changes in slope that occur for the flexible airplane data are from
predicted changes in wing shape (twist and bending) that result from aeodynamic loading. The changes in
lift and pitching moment coefficients are significant and must be planned for in the development of the
control system for the aircraft.
Future Plans - The procedure developed and reported on here is for modification of wind tunnel model data
obtained with the horizontal tail surfaces on. For the DASTwind tunnel model, data are available for
both tail-on and tail-off configurations, which allows determination of downwash at the tail.
Consequently activities are in progress to develop a procedure using FLEXSTABresults to also modify the
downwash characteristics. Flexibility effects will then be determined for the DASTARW-2 using the more
detailed procedure which will include modifications to the downwash characteristics.
Figure 34(b).
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WINGSURFACEPRESSURESV_ASUREDDURINGFLIGHT TEST DEFINE SHOCKLOCATION
C. V. Eckstrom
Aeroservoelasticity Branch
Extension 3834
RTOP 505-33-43
Research Objective- Surface pressure measurementswere made during flight testingof the DAST program
Aeroelastic Research Wing (ARW-1)to obtain pressure distributionsfor a flexible supercriticalwing
through a range of off design flight test conditions. The research objective is to evaluate the data
obtained to define changes in pressure distributionas a result of variationsin angle of attack, Mach
number,and dynamicpressure.
Approach- The data acquisitionsystem used providedfor the continuoustransmissionof flight test data
to the ground stationwhere it was recordedon magnetic tape. As a result, large quantitesof data are
available from which measured wing surface pressure coefficients for any orifice location can be
presented as a function of angle of attack at fixed Mach numbers or as a function of Mach number for
fixed angles of attack. By using both of these relationships,it is possible to fairly accurately
define the progressof the shock wave across any given orificelocationas a functionof angle of attack
and Mach number.
Accomplishment Description - Surface pressure measurements obtained from several chordwise orifice
locations on the wing upper surface at an inboard station (n :.345) are presented as a function of Mach
number in figure 35(b). The data presented are for an aircraft angle of attack of two degrees. The
recompression shock wave is considered to be at a particular orifice location when the surface pressure
gradient as a function of Mach number has a nearly vertical gradient. The higher or more negative values
of surface pressure coefficient indicate supersonic flow and the lower values subsonic flowo As the Mach
number increases the shock wave moves aft, At a Mach number of 0.84 the shock is at x/c = 0.20 but moves
back as far as x/c = .61 at a Mach number of 0.91. Of special interest is how well the measurements
define the significant changes in surface pressure which occur as the increasing Mach number brings the
shock wave back toward and across each orifice location,
Future Plans - Data available from the referenced flight tests, includingthe surface pressure data
presentedhere, will be reportedin a proposedNASA TM.
Figure 35(a).
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AEROTHERMALTEST OF SHUTTLESPLIT-ELEVONMODEL IN 8'HTT
L. Roane Hunt
AerothermalLoads Branch
Extension3423
RTOP 506-51-23
Research Objective- The two elevons on each of the Shuttle wings are split and are separatedwith a
chordwisegap of 6 inches where complex flow interactionsare produced that are not amenableto proven
analyticaltechniques.In the origionalShuttledesign, the specifiedaerothermalloads allowed the use
of HRSI tiles in the gap for thermal protection. However,test results from small-scalelaminartest at
NASA ARC suggestedthat the HRSI tiles were not adaquate and replacableablation panels were used on the
first five Shuttle flights. When it was clear that the heat load was much lower than expected, the
origionaltile design was reinstated. Flight results indicatethat the present design is adaquate,but
the excessiveheatingon the windward edge needs to be addressed. Earlier large-scaletest results in
the Langley8' HTT indicatedthat the gap heatingwas less than the originaldesign level. To provide a
detailed aerothermalload distributionwith critical testparameters varied, a 1/3 scale model of the
Shuttlesplit elevonas shown in figure 38(b) was mounted to the previouslyused model for test in the 8'
HTT for both laminarand turbulentflow conditions.
Approach- The elevon portion of the existingmodel was modifiedto extend and streamlinethe elevonsto
chord length of 24 inches and to vary the gap width from 1 to 3 inches. The elevons were designed for a
sharp or a roundedwindward leadingedge to define possibleedge effectson the aerothermalloads. Tests
were performedin the 8' HTT (figure33(c)) at a free-streamMach number of 6.5, a unit Reynolds number
range from 0.4 to 1.5 x 106, and a total temperatureof 3500°R. The model wing angle was varied from 0
to 10 degreesand the elevon angleswere varied from 0 to 20 degrees.
AccomplistmentDescription- The basic data from all 31 test runs have been reduced and preliminarydata
plots have been generated. Generally, the present results agree with the low heating level in the
chordwisegap indicated in the earlier tests. The peak heating in the gap is driven by the elevon
windward surfacepressure and is not directly related to whether the wing boundary layer is laminar or
turbulent.
Future Plans - Resultswill be documented in a NASA TP and be availablefor comparisonwith analytical
solutionswhen appropriatecomputercodes are identifiedto handlethese flow details.
Figure 38(a).
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AEROTHERMALTESTSOF SPHERICALDOMEPROTUBERANCEMODELSIN 8'HTT COMPLETED
L. Roane Hunt
Aerothermal Loads Branch
Extension 3423
RTOP506-51-23
Research Objectives - Metallic TPS panels on high speed vehicles are subject to thermal distortions when
they experience large through-the-thickness temperature gradients. The panels, anchored at the corners,
bow up and form a spherical dome protuberance into the flow field. Although the protuberance height of
the panels is expected to be less than the local boundary layer thickness, the complex interaction of the
high-speed flow field and the bowed surface will effect the local and global aerothermal loads to the
vehicle. An experimental aerothermal study is required to complement current analytical studies of this
problem.
Approach - An array of spherical dome protuberance models were designed and fabricated to fit the 8' HTT
panel holder (figure 39(b)), which provides two-dimensional laminar or turbulent boundary layer flow.
The dome dimensions were varied for diameters of 7, 14, and 28 inches and heights of 0.05, .I, .2, .4,
and .8 inches. The design included three types of domes: metallic pressure instrumented, metallic
thin-wall heat-transfer, and ceramic domes to obtain surface temperatures approaching equalibrium from
infrared photography. Aerothermal tests were performed at a free-stream Mach number of 6.5, a unit
Reynolds number of 0.4x106 per foot, and a total temperature of 3500°R.
Accomplishment Description - Preliminary data analysis of the 37 test runs have been completed. Results
include surface pressure and heating rate distributions comparing various test parameter effects,
pressure and heating rate contour plots, and boundary layer profiles. These results agree qualitatively
with the 3D Navier-Stokes results for laminar boundary layer flow obtained earlier.
Future Plans - Results will be documented in a NASATP including a comparison of the Navier-Stokes
solution of the lamiinar flow condition. Similar tests of multiple domes (quilted pattern) to simulate
thermally bowed TPS array will be performed in FY 85.
Figure 39(a).
figure 39(b}.
FINITE ELEMENTMULTIPLETIME DOMAINALGORITHM
Kim S. Bey
Aerothermal Loads Branch
Extension 4441
RTOP506-51-23
Research Objective - Compressible flow solutions typically contain regions of large gradients and
discontinuities. A finite elementmodel of the solutiondomain will containsmall elementsin these high
gradient regions and larger elements in regions where the solution is smooth. For computational
stability,the criticaltime step used to march the solution is governed by the smallestelement. This
resultsin a time step that is smallerthan necessaryfor the largerelements. An algorithmwhich allows
differenttime steps in differentregionsof the mesh is needed for computationalefficiency.
Approach - Dr. Ken Morgan from the Universityof Wales (NAGW-478)has developeda domain splittingscheme
which is accuratefor the true transient. The attachedfigure illustratesthe solutionprocedure. While
it is not practical,the illustrationis on a one-dimensionalmesh for the sake of simplicity.
The global solution domain has two subdomains,Rz and R2" The lengthsof the elements are hI and h2
respectively. If the lengthsare such that hI = nh2 then the allowabletime steps are relatedby atia=
n t2. The solutionprocedureis as follows: (1) Add to R2 (the smallertimestep domain)two grid points
from Rz (the larger domain)and call the new subdomainR'2" (2) Fix the values of the unknowns at the
subdomainboundaries (From figure 40(b): fix point C in RI and point A in _'2)" Advance the solution
one timestepRt in _I and n time stepsRt in R' . (3) Transfer resultsto global domain (use values.1 2 . 2
from RI for point A, values from _'2 for polnt C, and average values from RI and R'_ for point B. All
other #alues are those obtainedfrom RI and _'2 in step 2). The computations-foreac#subdomain are done
independentlyand could be performedin parallel.
AccomplishmentDescription- This time-domainsplittingtechniquehas been implementedin a 2D inviscid
finite elementalgorithm. Severaltransientand steady state problemswere analyzed. Results show that
this procedure is as accurate as the single domain scheme for both types of problems. In each of the
problemsworked,the procedurewas twice as fast as with the single domain.
Future Plans - This techniquewill also be applied to viscous flow problems where smaller elements are
used to resolveboundarylayers. The implementationin a 3D algorithmwill also be investigated.
Figure40(a).
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AUTOMATICFINITE ELEMENTMESHREFINEMENT
Kim S. Bey
Aerothermal Loads Branch
Extension 4441
RTOP506-51-23
Research Objective - Solutions of compressible flow problems are characterized by discontinuities such as
shock waves. Numerical techniques must be able to accurately resolve such phenomena. Since the analyst
does not know the exact location of these large gradients, the ideal algorithm should automatically
refine the mesh in these regions throughout the computation.
Approach - Using the finite element method because of its inherent ability to handle complex geometries
and capture shocks, the University of Wales under NASAgrant has developed and implemented an automatic
mesh refinement technique. This mesh enrichment technique adds elements to the mesh, at certain times in
the solution, based on regions of high gradients so as to evenly distribute (or minimize) the solution
error.
Accomplishment Description - The effectiveness of this technique has been demonstrated for a number of
inviscid compressible steady flow problems. The results for flow past a compression corner are shown in
figure 41(b). The solution is started with a crude and fairly uniform mesh. After every I00 timesteps
the algorithm adds elements in the shock region, so that after 300 timesteps there are many small
elements near the shock giving good resolution unobtainable with the original mesh.
Future Plans - The actual coding of this technique is extremely complicated and currently is only
applicable to steady-state problems. Also, vectorization of the process is at this point uncertain.
Morgan is now investigating the application of mesh enrichment to viscous flow problems in the resolution
of 2D boundary layers. He will also consider this technique for solving 3D problems.
Figure 41(a).
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FINITE ELEMENTFLOW-THERMALANALYSIS
Kim S. Bey
Aerothermal Loads Branch
Extension 4441
RTOP 506-53-33
Research Objective - Develop an integrated flow-thermal structural analysis capability to accurately
predict aerodynamic heating and structural response due to high speed flow.
Approach - Finite element methodology has reached a relative maturity for integrated thermal-structural
analysis. Our approach is to take advantage of existing capabilities and develop finite element
methodology for high speed compressible flow. This development includes using color graphics for model
generation and display of results, evolving effective solution algorithms, and validation through
comparison with other solution techniques and experimental data.
Accomplishments Description - Figure 42(b) illustrates current finite element flow analysis
capabilities. 2D and 3D model generation and results display are done with PATRAN. This required
development of software to translate the general PATRANneutral data file to an input file for the flow
analysis code. A vectorized 2D finite element code was developed for evaluating algorithms. The density
distribution for flow over a forward facing step, shown in the figure, was obtained with this code for 2D
inviscidflow. This demonstratesthe shock capturingabilitiesof the algorithm.
FuturePlans - Further evaluationof the 2D inviscidalgorithmcontinuesby comparisonswith experimental
data from 8' HTT tests. The vectorcode is being extendedto 3D. Also, viscousterms are being added to
the 2D code.
Figure42(a).
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MIXER PROTOTYPEFOR THE 8' HIGHTEMPERATURETUNNEL
RichardL. Puster
AerothermalLoadsBranch
Extension3115
RTOP505-33-53
ResearchObjective- The test capabilityof the 8' HTT is beingenlargedto enablethe testingof air-
breathingenginesand integratedairframeson a fullscalebasis. Almostalways,theseenginesstartop-
erationat Mach3.5 to 4.0 at altitudesof 40 to 50 kft;however,the altitudecapabilityof the current
8' HTT simulatesflightfrom80 to 130 kft. Usingthe largediametertest sectionrequiresthat the mass
flow be significantlyincreasedand the total temperaturedecreasedto 1600°Rat Mach 4 and 2400°Rat
Mach5. Themixerperformsthis functionby mixingcoldflowwithhot flow fromthe combustor.
Approach- The mixerapparatusand AlternateMach Numberarrangementis shown in figure43(b). The hot
flow fromthe combustoris expandedto aboutMach 3; tangentialand normalinjectionare used in a two
stageprocessto (I)cool the walls;(2) startthe mixingprocess;(3)diffusethe flow. Whenthe flow
reachesthe main injectorit is deceleratedto subsonicflow by a normal shock wave and mixed with
massiveinjectionof air normalto the flowwitha suddenincreasein area. The flow thenflowsthrough
a cooledchamberthatstillsthe flowwhich is then fed to a secondnozzleas shownin the figure. The
downstreamnozzleexpandsthe flowto Mach4 or 5. A scalemodelhas beenbuiltand tested.
AccomplishmentDescription- To determinethe effectivenessof the mixer,a temperaturesubsonicprobe
oo_ arraywas installedbetweenthe end of the mixer and nozzle. In addition,totaltemperaturein the test
sectionwas measuredacrossthe flow usingthreedifferenttypes of probes. To evaluatethe effectof
the processon the container,the wallswere instrumentedwith temperatureand pressuretaps. To ascer-
tain the natureof the flow process,the mixerwalls were coatedwith a fluorescentmixturethat would
followthe flowpathsat the wall. The oil flow patternis shown figure43(c)and the temperaturedis-
tributionsshownin figure43(d). Themixerworksextremelywellwitha Mach4 throat. The hot and cold
gasesare thoroughlymixed. The oil flowphotographsgive graphicevidenceof how the mixingproceeds.
Theflow fromthe normalinjectorsat the stepinducea secondaryflowbackupwardand aroundthe inject-
ors. This secondaryflow has anothertumblingvortextype flowpatternin betweenthe secondaryflow.
Inaddition,thereis a staggeredarrayof holesslightlyupstreamof the holesat the stepwith a simi-
lar mixing process. As evidencedby the oil flow,the entireseparationand mixingzonereattachesto
the wall of the stillingchambernear the beginningof the cooledmixer liner. Thus, mixing of two
widely dissimilarfluidsis completedin a relativelyshort distance,remarkableconsideringthe high
velocityof the fluids(normal,sonic;mean- 400 ft/s).
FuturePlans- The mixerwill nextbe evaluatedwith the Mach 5 nozzlein placeand with dynamicinstru-
mentation. Controlledoxygenadditionwill be evaluatedat all Machnumbers(4, 5, and 7) wlth both an
open and a closed loop system, the closed or precisioncontrolwill use an activedetector and
controllerto keepthe oxygencontentat 21 percent.
Figure43(a).
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STRUCTURALSYSTEMSTUDYOF AEROASSISTEDORBITALTRANSFERVEHICLE
Max L. Blosser
Thermal Structures Branch
Extension 4295
RTOP506-53-43
Research Objective - Aeroassisted Orbital Transfer Vehicles (AOTV's) are being studied as a means of
moving payloads between low Earth orbit and geosynchronous orbit. On return to low-Earth orbit the
vehicle decelerates by passing through the upper atmosphere. The objective of this study is to identify
an efficient AOTVstructural system.
Approach - The structural system of a vehicle is strongly dependent on the configuration. Therefore,
several configurations were investigated and the most promising was selected for more detailed study.
For the selected configuration, an efficient structural arrangement and efficient wall constructions were
identified and sized by thermal and structural analyses.
o Accomplishment Description - The three main AOTVconcepts considered in the study are shown in figure
46(c). The ballute consists of a cylindrical vehicle, which fits within the cargo bay of the Shuttle,
and an inflatable fabric structure with flexible TPS to provide a low ballistic coefficient and thereby
limit peak aerodynamic heating. Because the ballute has no lift, it must accommodate atmospheric density
variations by deflating the fabric structure to modulate drag as indicated in the figure by dashed lines.
The partially deflated ballute may be subject to flutter and localized overheating in the grooves between
the resulting lobes.
The shaped lifting brake consists of a large stiffened shell covered with RSl tiles. Because the shell
is 40 feet in diameter, it cannot fit in the Shuttle cargo bay and, therefore, the vehicle must be
carried to orbit in subsections and assembled and checked out in space. The lift to drag ratio of 0.25
is sufficient to accommodate atmospheric density variations.
The slant-nose cylinder is a cylindrical vehicle with a blunt, slanted nose and will fit within the
Shuttle cargo bay. This vehicle provides an enclosed payload bay to protect the payload from aerodynamic
heating during the pass through the atmosphere. Two interchangeable payload bays are provided to
accommodate various size payloads. The ballistic coefficient of this vehicle is higher than the other
two vehicles and the heating on the nose is therefore higher. Current estimates indicate that the three
vehicles weigh roughly the same.
Figure 46(a).
STRUCTURALSYSTEMSTUDYOF AEROASSISTEDORBITALTRANSFERVEHICLE
(Continued)
The simplest,most attractiveconfigurationis the slant-nosecylinder. The most criticalregion of this
vehicle is the nose which is exposed to high heating rates. Three passive, reusable nose wall
constructions(fig. 46(c)) were identified.The first two maintain the carbon-carbonsurface below the
present reuse temperatureof the coating (3000°F). The first concept provides a beryllium heat sink
which allows the carbon-carbonheat shield to radiate from both sides, and the second concept uses a
carbon-carbon heat shield thick enough to act as a heat sink. The third concept uses a higher
temperaturecoating now under developmentwhich can accommodatethe radiationequilibriumtemperature.
The first two conceptsweigh the same, but the third is significantlylighter,which offers the potential
to reduce the weight of the slant-nosecylindervehicleby about 500 pounds.
The thermalresponsesof all three nose cap conceptsare shown in figure 46(d).
Future Plans - The study will continuewith a focus on reducing weight by using more advancedtechnolo-
gies, and detailedstudy of a flight experimentvehicleusing the slant-nosecylinderconfiguration.
Figure46(b).
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AEROTHERMALND ENVIRONMENTTESTSVERIFY TITANIUM ANDSUPERALLOYTPS CONCEPTS
John L. Shideler
Aerothermal Loads Branch
Extension 2425
RTOP506-53-33
Research Objective - Although the Reusable Surface Insulation (RSl) currently used on the Space Shuttle
is an excellent insulation, it is very fragile. More durable metallic TPS concepts have been developed,
and verification of these concepts by testing is required.
Approach - TPS panels of Titanium Multiwall (Ti M/W), which consists of alternate layers of flat and
dimpled foil joined dimple to dimple, and Superalloy Honeycomb (SA/HC), which consists of an outer
Inconel 617 honeycomb sandwich, fibrous insulation, and an inner titanium honeycomb sandwich, have been
exposed to the types of tests listed in figure 47(b).
Accomplishment Description - In thermal/vacuum tests at JSC and KSC, panels have been subjected to
combined surface temperature and pressure histories representative of Space Shuttle entry trajectories;
results indicate acceptable and predictable thermal performance. Results from acoustic, vibration, and
lightning strike tests indicate that the concepts can withstand severe dynamic and lightning environments
while sustaining only minimal damage. The upper photograph in the figure shows a SA/HC 20-panel array in
o the Mach 7 aerothermal stream of the LaRC 8' HTT. The thermal deflections of the panels, which had a
maximumsurface temperature of about 1850°F, resulted in panel "pillowing" which caused slightly higher
temperatures to occur on the upstream side than on the downstream side of the individual panels. Two
coating materials with different emittances were applied to the array. The greater brightness (and
higher temperature) of the right-hand side of the array is caused by the lower emittance of the panels on
that side. Test results indicate that heating due to flow in the gaps between panels occurs when the
gaps are parallel with the flow. Earlier aerothermal tests on a Ti M/Wmodel have shown that gap heating
does not occur when the gaps are 30° to the flow. Gap blockers will be installed in future test arrays
to reduce gap flow.
The lower photograph shows Ist generation Ti M/W panels during environmental exposure tests designed to
determine the water absorption/retention characteristics under actual rainfall conditions. Results of
the KSCtests have shown that water absorption is not a problem for this concept.
Future Plans - An array of curved SA/HC panels with gap blockers will be tested in the 8' HTT.
Additional environmental tests including thermal cycles are planned to evaluate the long-term effects of
repeated exposure to atmospheric/launch-pad contaminants and simulated mission thermal cycles.
Figure 47(a).
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AEROTHERMALTESTSOF METALLICTPS
John L. Shideler and Granville L. Webb
Thermal Structures Branch
Extension 2425
RTOP506-53-33
Research Objective - The objective is to determine aerothermal performance, particularly heating in the
gaps between metallic TPS panels.
Approach - Results from earlier radiant heating tests indicate that the "heat short" effect at the edge
of a panel appears not to be a problem. A titanium multiwall 20-panel array and a superalloy honeycomb
20-panel array were fabricated for aerothermal tests to evaluate the severity of any additional heating
which might occur due to flow in the gaps between panels. The arrays were oriented in a "worst case"
orientation with the intersections between panels running parallel to the direction of flow.
Accomplishment Description - Representative results from aerothermal tests in the LaRC 8' HTT are shown
in figure 48(b) for each array. Surface temperatures and temperatures at the bottom of a gap are shown
for a test with radiant heating only and for an aerothermal test. During the radiant heating tests,the
surface was heated to the design temperature and held constant for about 200 seconds. While the surface
temperature remained constant, the temperature at the bottom of the gap between titanium panels also
remained constant, and the temperature at the bottom of the gap between superalloy panels gradually
increased toward a constant steady-state value. During the aerothermal tests, after the surface was
raised to the design temperature by the radiant heaters, the surface temperature decreased between the
time the heaters were turned off and the time the array was inserted into the aerothermal stream, and
then increased again after insertion. The temperature at the bottom of the gap between titanium panels
was not affected by the aerothermal exposure, but the gap temperature between superalloy panels exceeded
the temperature measured during the radiant-heating-only test by nearly 400°F. These results indicate
that significant gap heating occurs between superalloy panels when the array is oriented with panel
intersections parallel to the flow. The gap between superalloy panels is wider and deeper than the gap
between titanium panels, and this increased gap size may be the cause of the aerothermal heating between
superalloy panels.
Future Plans - Although aerothermal tests on flat metallic TPS are complete, aerothermal tests of curved
superalloy panels are scheduled for FY 85. The panels will have "flow stoppers" located at the panel
corners in the gaps. These flow stoppers consist of metal tabs which protrude across each panel
intersection. Environmental exposure tests for flat panels will be completed in FY 85.
Figure 48(a).
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ADVANCEDCARBON-CARBONHEATSHIELD RESEARCH
Granville L. Webb
Thermal Structures Branch
Extension 2425
RTOP 506-53-33
Research Objective - One of the most promising durable TPS concepts for application to the highly heated
areas of future space transportation systems is advanced carbon-carbon (ACC). This material is a deriva-
tive of the reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC) material which is being used successfully on the Shuttle nose-
cap and wing leading-edges. The RCCmaterial has been modified to improve strength and oxidation resist-
ance and renamed ACC. The ACCTPS concept consists of large overlapping ACC panels (approximately 3 ft.
x 3 ft.) mounted on post supports with packaged fibrous insulation between the ACC panels and the main
vehicle structure. The objective of this research is to develop high temperature durable TPS systems.
m Approach - The ACC test article is shown in figure 49(b). The test article is composed of four panel
segments,representingthe intersectionof four ACC multipost concept panels. The overall size of the
test articleis 1 ft. x 2 ft. The test articlehas been tested in radiantheatingenvironments. It will
be tested in an arc-tunnelenvironmentin FY 84 & 85. Testingin these two environmentsshould providea
good measureof the thermal efficiencyof the heat shield and a comparisonof the performancebetweenthe
two environmentsshould indicate whether hot gas flow through the panel joints is significant. Any
weightchange in the ACC panelsdue to high temperatureexposurecan also be determined.
AccomplishmentDescription- Figure 49(c) comparestest data from a radiant heating test with data from
an arc-tunneltest. The data suggestthe existenceof hot gas ingressthroughthe overlappingjoint down
into the insulation joint. The tunnel condition resulted in a surface temperature as shown by
thermocouple(TC) 1 that is nearly IO0°F less than the temperatureobtained during the radiant heating
test. However, the temperaturemeasured by TC 2 during the arc-tunnel test was not less than that
obtainedduring the radiantheatingtest as would be expected. This suggestshot gas ingressthroughthe
joint, but the temperatureat the bottom of the joint (TC 3) does not supportthe above conclusion.
FuturePlans - Additionaltestingand analysisare continuingin an attemptto explainthis discrepancy.
Figure49(a).
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METHODFORREDUCINGSTRESSCONCENTRATIONI DIFFUSION BONDEDJOINTS
Randall C. Davis Paul L. Moses
Thermal Structures Branch Kentron International
Extension 2291 865-1010
RTOP 505-33-53
Research Objective - To find a joint design that has sufficient fatigue life for diffusion bonded
box-stiffened-skinstructuralpanels. Amethod is needed to reduce the high stress concentrationat the
sharp cornerof the flangedcaps of the box stiffenersand skin using the diffusionbond process.
Approach- Using simple photoelastictechniques,the severityof the stress concentrationat the junction
of the cap of box stiffenedstringerand the panel skin was identified. Fatiguetest data from actual
hardware specimensquantifiedthe stress concentrationin terms of cycle life at stress for the sharp
corner of the diffusionbondedjoint. As shown in figure 50(b), variousjoint conceptwere investigated
using the photoelastictechnique,and the better joints identified. These joints were made in titanium
specimensand the fatigue tested to verify the results of the photoelasticstudy. As indicatedin the
figure, a diffusion bonded square-edgedoubler produces a fatigue stress concentrationfactor KT of
about 7.0 a flanged-edgecap (the geometryof interest)produces a KT of about 3.5 which is too high
for aircraft application. A one-stepchem-millproducesa KT of about 1.5; however, a flanged-edgecap
is necessaryfor panel stability.
AccomplishmentDescription- The photoelasticresults show that for the one-step chem-milledskin, a
region of zero stress is producedat the corner of the step. By diffusionbondingthe stringerflange to
the skin at this step, the sharp corner of the diffusionbondedjoint can be positionedat this point of
zero stress. At this position,the sharp corner produces no damaging stresses in the panel structure.
Specimenswere built in titanium on the basis of the photoelasticresults. Cycle life test data from
these specimensshow a substantialimprovementat a given stress with this type of joint, and the KT
has an acceptablevalue of 2.5.
Future Plans - Results of this research were incorporatedin the final design of box-stiffened-skin
compressionpanels. These panelswill be built and tested under loads that simulateexpectedload cycles
for high speed aircraft fuselagetank structures. The method of reducingstressconcentrationin diffu-
sion bondedjoints in box-stiffenedpanelscan be used for other types of diffusionbondedconstruction.
Figure 50(a).
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PRELIMINARYTEST TO CRYOGENICANDELEVATEDTEMPERATURESVERIFIES POTENTIAL
OF NEWFOAMFORREUASABLECRYOGENICINSULATION
Randall C. Davis
Thermal Strucutures Branch
Extension 2291
RTOP505-33-53
Research Objective - Develop design concepts for low-mass reusable tanks for containment of cryogenic
fluids suitable for use as fuselage/tank structure for advanced space transportation systems, space
platforms and orbital transfer vehicles.
Approach - Identify candidate closed-cell foam insulation materials that would advance the state of the
art in reusable cryogenic insulation. Design a simple inexpensive cryogenic testing facility and develop
a procedure to test the ability of candidate materials to withstand the thermal gradients expected for
each mission cyle life for cryogenic tanks on future space transportation systems. A Rohacell
polymethacrylimide closed cell foam was identified as the best candidate for initial testing as an
insulating material on a 2219 aluminum tank panel.
Accomplishment Description - A test setup was designed as shown in figure 51(b) that uses liquid nitrogen
o and liquid helium, thereby eliminating the expense and hazards usually associated with liquid hydrogen
testing. Liquid nitrogen is used to precool the test chamber and liquid helium is then used to bring one
side of the test panel down to the test temperature. Use of non-flammable nitrogen and helium permits
the use of electric resistance heaters to heat the opposite side of the test specimen to duplicate
mission cycle life temperatures. Test panels are exposed tothermal cycles with simultaneous application
of cryogenic temperature and elevated temperature. One mission cycle is shown in the figure. The
aluminum side is exposed to -423°F while the foam side is heated to 400°F as shown. The first test panel
survived 14 such cycles without damage due to the test temperature gradient before being dismantled for
study.
Future Plans - Combine tensile and thermal loading in the tests to demonstrate a 1000 cycle life
capability for the new foam insulation system. A larger facility is planned for larger specimens to
attain thermal conduction data with low edge effects. Alternate lower density foams are to be tested for
improved mass efficiency.
Figure 51(a).
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CARBON-CARBONHOT STRUCTUREDESIGN
Max L. Blosser
ThermalStructuresBranch
Extension4295
RTOP 506-53-33
Research Objective- Investigatethe potentialweight savings which can be achieved by replacing the
insulatedaluminumcontrolsurfacesof the Shuttlewith carbon-carbonhot structure.
Approach - Develop a conceptual design of the Shuttle body flap using carbon-carbonhot structure.
Identifyand analyzeall failuremodes to obtaina credibledesign and weight estimate.
AccomplishmentDescription- A carbon-carbonhot structuredesign of a replacement body flap for the
Shuttle Orbiter has been identified (figure 52(b)) and analyzed. The baseline body flap design,
currentlyused on the orbiter,consists of upper and lower honeycomb-corepanels which are supportedby
aluminumribs every 20 inches and connectedto a full depth honeycomb-coresandwichtrailing edge. The
aluminumstructureis protectedfrom entry heatingon both the upper and lower surfacesby thick reusable
surfaceinsulation(RSI) tiles,which comprisethe majorityof the body flap weight.
The carbon-carbonhot structure design, which eliminates almost all of the RSI tiles, consists of a
torque box and tapered ribs which supportthe continuouslower skin. Because the leading edge of the
body flap is sealed,no significantamount of air flows over the upper surface and therefore,the upper
skin was removedto save weight. Removalof the upper surfacealso allows more heat to be radiated from
the lower surface,thereby reducing its peak temperaturefrom 2700°F of the baseline body flap to below
2400°F. The key considerationsfor the body flap design include: high acoustic loads from the main
engines during liftoff, low aerodynamicpressureloads, high entry heating,and ease of retrofittingthe
replacementbody flap. Both staticand dynamicanalyses show the carbon-carbondesign to be stifferthan
the baselinebody flap and, therefore,a more effectivecontrol surface. Only a small weight increase
was required to accommodatethe severe acoustic environment. Thermal stresses were found to be well
below the materialallowables,and the calculatedweight indicatesthat this concept has the potentialto
save over half the weight of the existingbody flap.
Future Plans - Additionalthermal analysis of body flap and complete documentationof results of study
are planned.
Figure 52(a).
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DERIVATIONANDTEST OF ELEVATEDTEMPERATURETHERMAL-STRESS-FREEFASTENERCONCEPT
James Wayne Sawyer and Max L. Blosser
Thermal Structures Branch
Extension 4201
RTOP 506-53-33
Research Objective: Develop a thermal-stress-freefastening technique that can be used to provide
structurallytight joints at all temperatureseven when the fastenerand joined materials have different
coefficientsof thermalexpansion.
Approach: Derive curves that are thermal-stress-freeboundaries between various combinationsof two
materialswith differentcoefficientsof thermalexpansion. Using the derived boundary shapes, generate
fastener configurations that preserve the thermal-stress-freecharacteristics of the boundaries.
Manufactureand test typicaljoints employingthe thermal-stress-freefastenerconcepts.
AccomplishmentDescription:Thermal-stress-freeboundary shapeswere derived for various combinationsof
fastener materials and materials being joined together. The equation for the boundaries is given in
figure 53(b). Fastenerand joint shapes derived using the equation are also shown in the figure for a
wide varietyof fastenermaterialsand materialsbeing joined together. The value of P, defined by the
coefficientsof thermal expansionfor the two materials,determinedwhetherthe fastenershape is convex,
_ concave,or conical. The fastenerconfigurationsshown for P greaterthan zero appear practical. For
values of P less than zero, the resultingfastener/jointconfigurationis rather inefficient. However,
the joint is thermal-stress-freeand may be the only configurationpossible for certain combinationsof
materials. For two isotropic materials which may have large differences in coefficient of thermal
expansion,the value of P is 1 and the resultingfastener has a conical shape. For some non-isotropic
material combinations,the value of P is near 1 and the fastener shape approachesa cone. For those
material combinations,approximatingthe thermal-stress-freeshape by a conical shape should result in
joints with low-thermal-stresses. Conical shaped fasteners that approximate the thermal-stress-free
shapes were derived for an ODS metal fastener in carbon-carbonmaterial. The resulting conical
fastener/jointconfigurationwas manufacturedand tested in shear to failure. The results showed that
the joint respondedto mechanical loads similarto joints which used conventionalfasteners. Strength
estimatesbased on bearingarea reasonablypredictedthe ultimatestrengthof the joint.
Future Plans: Additionaltests are plannedfor mid 1985 to developparametricdata for use in designing
low-thermal-stressjoints in carbon-carbon.
Figure 53(a).
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HIERARCHICALINTEGRATEDTHERMAL/STRUCTURALNALYSIS
Allan R. Wieting
Aerothermal Loads Branch
Extension 3423
RTOP506-53-33
Research Objective - Often a lack of compatibility exists between thermal and structural analyses because
the finite element thermal model may require a different discretization than the finite element
structural model, A method that can produce accurate results from a single geometric model can enhance
both the speed and accuracy of thermo-mechanical analyses.
Approach - An integrated thermal/structural finite element methodology has been developed based on a
commongeometric model. A hierarchical finite element approach is used where the mesh is fixed, and
solutions are coverged by increasing the order of element interpolation functions. The approach (called
the P method) converges faster than the usual approach of mesh refinement (the H method). The
hierarchical finite element approach for integrated thermal/structural analysis seeks improvement in the
affectiveness of the analyses by: (I) using hierarchical temperature interpolation functions to converge
the thermal solution, (2) using the convergedtemperaturedistributionto compute improved structural
loads, and (3) using hierarchicaldisplacement interpolation functions to converge the structural
solution. The resultsare that more accuratethermalstress solutionsare obtainedwith less engineering
time becauseonly one geometricmodel is constructed.
Accomplishment Description - A simple application of the approach is demonstrated in figure 54(b). A
more sophisticated application to a curved thermal protection system test panel is described in AIAA
Paper No. 84-0939. These and other applications have demonstrated benefits of the method including the
importance of having flexibility in refining thermal and structural analyses independently.
Future Plans - Extend the availability of the integrated thermal elements by their inclusion in the SPAR
thermal analyzer. Evaluate the integrated thermal elements by solving practical heat transfer problems
including multiple modes of heat tranfer and thermal models of general three dimensional structures.
Figure 54(a).
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CONFIGURATIONAEROELASTICITY
FY 1985 PLANS
0 COMPLETEMODIFICATIONSTO TDT
0 COMPLETEDCPFLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
0 SUPPORTUSAF IN FLUTTERCLEARANCESTUDYOF JAS-39 AIRPLANE
0 DESIGN, FABRICATEANDWIND-TUNNELTEST IN TDT A SERIES
OF BASELINEANDADVANCEDUH-60 MODELROTORBLADES
0 BEGINSTUDYOF REGRESSIONANALYSISTECHNIQUESAPPLICABLE
TO CONFORMABLEROTORDATA
0 COMPLETEDESIGNAND FABRICATIONOF ARESII RIGID
BODYSIMULATOR
0 INITIATE COOPERATIVEFFORTWITH BELL FORDESIGNAND
TEST IN TDT OF A BEARINGLESSTAILOREDROTOR
0 FINALIZE THE DYNAMICDESIGNOF A VARIABLESPEEDROTOR
.0 DOCUMENTHHCFLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
0 DOCUMENTJVX ANALYSIS/EXPERIMENTCORRELATION
0 COMPLETEAH-1G COUPLEDROTOR-AIRFRAMEVIBRATIONSSTUDY
0 COMPLETEAH-64 ANDUH-60 FINITE ELEMENTMODELSAND
GROUNDVIBRATIONTESTS
0 COMPLETESHAKETESTOF MODEL360 COMPOSITEAIRFRAME
Fi gure 55.
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PITCHINGAND PLUNGINGSUSPENSIONSYSTEM
FOR2-D TRANSONICFLUTTERTESTING
Maynard Sandford
Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch
Extension 2661
RTOP 505-33-43
ResearchObjective- The objectiveof this effort is to build an apparatusto
enable systematic study of transonic flutter of lifting and nonlifting
two-dimensionalwings in the Langley6-by 28-inchTransonicBlowdownTunnel.
Approach - Simple analogs of physical systems are frequently used in
englneeringto simulatecomplex processeswith simplerones. Two-dimensional
airfoil models have been used for static tests since the beginning of
aeronautics. However, mechanisms to simulate wing flutter with two-
dimensionalairfoil sectionshave been conspicuouslyabsent. This is due to
the difficultyof implementingthe linear and rotationalsprings requiredto
simulate the plunging and pitching motions while maintaining realistically
lightweightmoving masses. The approach to be used in this effort uses a
novel compound spring system to keep spring deflections within reasonable
limits while generatingthe large forces needed to counteractthe transonic
airloads. This will allow the effect of steady angle of attack upon the
flutterboundaryto be studied. The spring system will also allow the pitch
and plunge frequencies to be varied over a reasonably wide range. In
addition, the pivot location for the pitching motion will be adjustable so
that motionssimilarto those of swept-backwingtipsmay be simulated.
Status/Plans- Fabricationof the system will be completed about mid year.
The system will be checked out initiallyin the laboratoryand then in the
Langley6-by 19-inchTransonicTunnel where the installationwill be similar
to that in the 6-by 28-inch tunnel where the actual flutter tests will be
conductedlater. The smaller tunnel will be used for checkout because it is
not as heavily scheduled as the larger tunnel. The fabrication of two
lightweightmodels to supplementtwo heaviermodels on loan from the U.S. Air
Force will be completedthis year.
Figure 56.
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MODIFICATIONSTO UPGRADETHE LANGLEYTRANSONICDYNAMICSTUNNEL
(DENSITYINCREASE)
Bryce M. Kepley
ConfigurationAeroelasticityBranch
Extension2661
Background- The TDT is designed for and dedicatedto studiesand tests in the field of aeroelasticity
and has specialfeatureswhich make it a nationalresourcefor flutterand buffet tests. Some of these
features are its large 16 ft. x 16 ft. subsonic-transonicflow slottedtest section, the abilityto use
dense Freon-12gas or air as a test medium, a computer-controlled ata acquisitionsystem specifically
designedto handle large quantitiesof dynamicdata in near real time, specialmodel mounting systems,a
gust generator,a "flutter-stopper,"safetyscreensupstreamof the tunnel fan, and good model visibility
while testing. The facilityis used to verify the flutterand aeroelasticcharacteristicsof most U.S.
high-speed aircraft designs; for rotorcraft and active controls research; for flutter, buffet, and
ground-windloads tests of the Space Shuttleand other launch vehicles;and for confirmationof unsteady
transonic flow theory. The increased density capability is needed chiefly for development testing
involvingthe flutterclearanceand validationof the fluttercharacteristicsof high-speedaircraftand
space vehicles such as the Shuttle. Models of these aircraft must be dynamicallyand aeroelastically
scaled if the tests are to be valid. In addition to simulatingthe external shape, the stiffness,and
stiffnessdistribution,these models must also simulatethe mass density ratio which is the ratio of the
_ distributedmass of the vehicle to the mass of the flight medium surroundingit. As airplanes become
lighter (more structurallyefficient), as with the use of composite major structures, or as they
incorporatethe use of active controls (which means the models have to employ relativelyheavy active
control hydraulicsystems internally),it becomes increasinglydifficult to fabricatemodels which are
light enoughto match full-scalemass-densityratios with currentTDT densitycapability.
Approach - This FY 83 C of F projectwill provide for increasingthe maximum test density by 50 percent
in the Mach number range from 0.6 to 1.2 as shown by figure57(b). The increaseddensitycapabilitywill
be provided by rewindingthe existing fan motor to increasethe power rating from 20,000 hp to 30,000
hp. Additional tunnel cooling capacity will be provided to accommodatethe increased tunnel power
limit. Other major modifications include changes to the electrical power distribution system and
installationof a new speed control system.
Status/Plans- The design for the modifications,which was developedunder contract by DSMA Engineering
Corporation,providesfor dividingthe main aspectsof work into a series of independentwork packagesto
be performedby separatecontractors. Contractshave been awarded for all seven of these work packages;
these contractsencompass the major portions of the work to be done, namely, increasingthe fan horse-
power, installing new cooling system, and modifying electrical distribution system (figure 57(c)).
The modificationsare expectedto be completedin early 1985, followedby a three month checkout period.
The TDT is expectedto be fully operationalwith the increaseddensitycapabilityin June 1985.
Figure 57(a).
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UPGRADINGTHE DATAACQUISITIONSYSTEMFORTHE LANGLEYTRANSONICDYNAMICSTUNNEL
Bryce M. Kepley
Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch
Extension 2661
Objective - The objective is to increase the productivity of the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT)
by replacing the existing computer-controlled data acquisition, display and control system with a new
system that takes advantage of technological advances that have been made since the original system was
designed over ten years ago. The new system will provide increased reliability, more flexibility, more
data channels, faster data rates, and enhanced real time analysis as compared to the present system.
Approach - The conceptual design of the new system has been developed by a Langley in-house team. A
simplified block diagram of the system's configuration is shown in figure 58(b). The three computer
systems will provide the flexibility needed to perform multiple tasks. The two analog "front end"
systems provide for support of multiple tests. The new system supports tests in the General Rotor
Aeroelastic Laboratory (hover facility)adjacent to the TDT building. This facility is not connected to
the present system.
Status/Plans - The functional requirements for the system have been defined and documented. The top
level software design is nearing completion (figure 58(c)). The detailed software design specifications
will be completed this year. Most of the hardware has been ordered. Delivery of all major equipment
items will occur this year. The setup Of the hardware in the TDT building will be completed by the end
of the year, but the system is not expected to be fully operational until 1986.
Figure 58(a).
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ROTORCRAFTDYNAMICSANDAEROELASTICITY
Wayne R. Mantay
Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch
Extension 2661
RTOP505-42-23
Research Objectives - The triad of research objectives in this area are (1) to conduct research in
aeroelasticity, aerodynamics and dynamics of rotors; (2) to support design of advanced performance
helicopters in the areas of loads, vibration and aeroelastic stability; and (3) to develop the
experimental and analytical techniques necessary to extend TDT capabilities to future research
opportunities, such as bearingless rotors.
Approach - This research area is a joint effort of the Loads and Aeroelasticity Division and the U.S.
Army Structures Laboratory which is co-located at the NASA Langley Research Center. The work is a
combination of experimental studies, tests in the TDT and the General Rotor Aeroelastic Laboratory (hover
facility), and analytical studies. The Aeroelastic Rotor Experimental System (ARES) is a key test bed in
the experimental studies. The in-house civil service research is supported and supplemented by industry
contracts and university grants.
Status/Plans - Research during this year will address a variety of topics such as aeroelastic stability
of hingeless rotors, rotor gust response, rotor optimization evaluations, advanced rotor track and
balance characteristics, and a variable speed rotor concept. Figure 59(b) illustrates one of the
projects, namely, the variable speed rotor. In this effort advanced analytical methods are being used to
make a dynamic design of a rotor for improved hover and forward flight operation, utilizing substantial
rpm changes in flight. The hingeless system design will be compatible with unique aerodynamic
constraints and will utilize advanced analyses methods for aeroelastic tailoring.
Figure 59(a).
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A NATIONALCAPABILITY TO ANALYZEVIBRATIONAS PARTOF HELICOPTERSTRUCTURALDESIGN
RaymondG. Kvaternik and John H. Cline
Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch
Extension 2661
RTOP532-06-13
Research Objective - Helicopters are prone to vibrations which can seriously degrade both service life
and ride quality. With only a few exceptions vibrations problems have not been identified and attacked
until the flight test and operational stages. There is now a recognized need to account for vibrations
during the analytical phases of design. The advent of modern methods of computer analysis has provided
the opportunity to achieve such a capability. The objective is to emplace in the United States a
superior capability for design analysis of helicopter vibrations (figure 60(b)).
Approach/Status/Plans - As a culmination of considerable planning and coordination work by NASAand the
Helicopter Industry, contracts have been issued under which industry teams will carry out analysis,
measurement, correlation, and mutual critique procedures designed to develop confidence in finite-element
analysis methods to predict vibrations of helicopter airframes. The approach follows the recently
o completed project at Boeing Vertol where the analysis subject was the CH-47D airframe. In addition, the
program will use the AH-1G finite-element model developed by Bell a number of years ago and take
advantage of results from scheduled Army sponsored developmental vibration tests. The airframes to be
treated are: Metal Airframes: (I) Hughes AH-64, and (2) Sikorsky UH-60; Composites Airframes: (3) Bell
ACAP, (4) Sikorsky ACAP, (5) Boeing Vertol Model 360, and (6) Hughes 500D Composite Version.
The first meeting of the companies for critiques was held in September, at which time Bell presented the
data describing the AG-IG vehicle; Bell, Hughes, and Sikorsky described the analytical methods they
intend to employ for calculating the flight vibrations of the AH-IG; Hughes and Sikorsky presented their
plans for forming NASTRANfinite-element models of the AH-64 and UH-60, respectively; and Boeing Vertol
presented their plan for ground vibrations measurements and correlations of the Model 360.
The following tasks will be completed this year: (1) analysis/experiment correlation for coupled
rotor-airframe flight vibrations analysis of AH-IG, (2) AH-64 and UH-60 finite element models, (3) AH-64
and UH-60 ground vibration tests, and (4) shake test of model 360 composite airframe.
Figure 60(a).
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UNSTEADYAERODYNAMICS
FY 85 PLANS
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DEVELOPMENTAND APPLICATIONOF XTRAN3S
Robert M. Bennett,David A. Seidel,and John T. Batina
UnsteadyAerodynamicsBranch
Extension4236
RTOP 505-33-43
ResearchObjective- The objectiveof this researchis to assess the accuracy
of the XTRAN3Scomputercode and to extend its geometricalmodeling capability
to enablecalculationsfor realisticaircraftconfigurations.
Approach - The XTRAN3S code solves the unsteadythree-dimensionaltransonic
small disturbanceequation. The coupled aerodynamicand structuralequations
may be numerically solved simultaneously in time such that complete
aeroelastictransients are generated to determine flutter characteristics.
The original code only allowed calculationsfor isolated wings and had a
severe stabilityrestrictionwith respectto wing sweep and taper. A modified
grid transformationhas been incorporatedwhich significantlyalleviatesthe
latter problem. Extensionsof the geometricalmodeling ability of the code
are underwaywith the capabilityto treat multiple surfaces(e.g. canard-wing)
already incorporated. It is planned to continue to add modeling capability
such that the effect of the fuselage and engine mounted components(pylons,
nacelles,stores)may be treated. The strip boundary layer capabilityof the
code will be upgraded with recent developmentswhich enhance efficiency and
accuracy. Second order terms will be added to the code which will enable
strong shock cases to be accuratelycalculatedand which resolvenonuniqueness
problems.
Status/Plans- Comparisonsof XTRAN3Scalculationswith experimentalunsteady
pressures obtained in Langley's oscillating pressure model program are
continuing. Calculationswill be made for the clipped delta wing model, the
ACEE wing model, the rectangularsupercriticalwing model and for the DAST
ARW-2 model. The latter calculationsare of particularinterestdue to the
transonic instability encountered in the tunnel test. In addition,
calculationsfor an AGARD tailplanemodel tested by the RAE are underway in
conjunctionwith a NASA/RAE cooperativeagreement. Cooperativeefforts with
industry and the Air Force are also ongoing to allow the user communityto
gain experience with the capability of the code. Finally, aeroelastic
stabilityof canard-wingconfigurationswill be studied.
Figure62.
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UNSTEADYFULL POTENTIALCALCULATIONSUSINGA FLUXDIFFERENCINGMETHOD
Woodrow Whitlow, Jr.
Unsteady Aerodynamics Branch
Extension 4236
MohamedM. Hafez
Computer Dynamics Incorporated
Extension 2627
RTOP505-33-43
Research Objective - The objective of this effort is to develop a more
accurate method for predicting transonic unsteady aerodynamic loads.
Approach - The objective will be accomplished by using finite difference
methods to solve the conservative unsteady full potential equation. A
monotone differencing method, based on differencing the flux function, is used
to discretize the flow equations. This method does not allow nonphysical
expansion shock waves to be computed as part of the numerical solution.
Calculated shock waves have a width of no more than two grid points.
Status/Plans - The flux differencing method has been incorporated into a
computer program for solving the full potential equation on a body-fitted
grid. Results for steady flows have been obtained using an AFI iteration
technique. The structure of the AFI method makes it relatively easy to
vectorize. For transonic flows, shock waves calculated using the flux
differencing method are sharper than those calculated using a density biasing
method. Additional terms, necessary to calculate unsteady flows, have been
added to the analysis. Check out of the program for calculating unsteady flow
is underway.
Figure 63.
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SUPERSONICINTEGRALEQUATIONCODE
Robert N. Desmarais
Unsteady Aerodynamics Branch
Extension 4236
RTOP505-33-43
?
Research Objective - The objective is to develop a robust code for computing
supersonic unsteady aerodynamic forces. This code will encompass the same
flight regime as the Mach box method but will not have the innacuracy and
numerical difficulties of the Mach box method.
Approach - The intent is to complete the development of the supersonic Green's
function algorithm developed by Freidman and Tseng of Boston University. This
algorithm appears to extract all relevant singularities correctly. It should
result in a program that is economical to use and that is accurate within the
limitations of linear supersonic aerodynamic theory.
Status/Plans - The code will be used to compute flutter speeds and frequencies
for some configurations for which experimental results are available. It will
also be used to compute aerodynamic forces for comparison with flat plate
theory, the low supersonic kernel function method, and the Mach box method.
If funding permits, it will also be compared with XTRAN3.
Figure 64.
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INVESTIGATIONOF DASTARW-2TRANSONICINSTABILITY BOUNDARY
David A. Seidel
Unsteady Aerodynamics Branch
Extension 4236
Maynard Sandford
Configuration Aeroelasticity Branch
Extension 2661
RTOP505-33-43
Research Objective - The objective of this research is to investigate an
unusual transonic instability encountered in a wind tunnel test of the
DASTARW-2wing and demonstrate the use of active controls to suppress the
instability.
Approach - NASA's Drones for Aerodynamic and Structural Testing (DAST)
program Involves flight testing of several Aeroelastic Research Wings
(ARW) on a drone aircraft. The ARW-2 right wing is instrumented for
unsteady pressure measurements and is flexible enough to require a flutter
suppression system. The right wing was tested in September, 1983 in the
Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) in order to obtain unsteady
pressure measurements on an aeroelastic wing.
During the test an unusual instability boundary was encountered at dynamic
pressures well below those predicted for flutter using linear aerodynamnic
theory. The instability was observed at 0.9 Mach number for all dynamic
pressures within the tunnel operating limits. It was sensitive to wing
angle-of-attack and was characterized by first-wing bending mode motion.
The instability occurs outside the DAST vehicle!s flight envelope but it
is of great interest due to the extremely low values of dynamic pressure
for which it occurs.
Status/Plans - A second tunnel test is planned in the TDT to further
investigate the instability. The flutter suppression system included in
the ARW-2program will be modified to attempt to suppress the instability.
Further pressure data will be taken to help identify the cause of the
transonic instability. In addition, the increased density capability of
• the TDT will be used to investigate the behavior of the instability at
higher dynamic pressures.
Measuredunsteadypressureand dynamicwing deflectiondata from the first
test are being analyzed and will be used to aid in the design of the
flutter suppressionsystem to suppress the transonic instabilityin the
upcoming test. This test will provide further information of the
mechanismsinvolvedin such instabilitiesand will allow determinationof
the utilityof activecontrolsto alleviatethis class of problem.
Figure 65.
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PARAMETERSENSITIVITY METHODSIN CONTROLAWSYNTHESIS
Michael G. Gilbert
Kentron International Inc.
RTOP505-33-43
Research Objective - Control law synthesis methods for multi-input, multi-
• output systems described in the time domain by linear, state-space equations
suffer from the lack of established relationships between controlled system
performance and control law design parameters. Because such relationships are
lacking, control law design in the time domain usually requires a trial and
error approach to satisfying controlled system performance specifications. The
objective of this research is to relate time domain control law design
parameters to common system performance measures using parameter sensitivity
analysis, and then using this information to systematically design control
laws in the time domain to satisfy design criteria.
Approach - The present approach to developing relationships between time
domain control law design parameters and controlled system performance makes
use of parameter sensitivity methods. A generic state-space model formulation
of a controlled system is used to obtain the sensitivity of controlled system
performance criteria, such as system time response, frequency response,
eigenstructure, etc., to controller parameters. Since these performance
criteria, and hence sensitivities, may be functions of time or frequency,
cumulative sensitivity measures are needed. These results are then useful
for redesigning existing control laws to meet specific performance objectives.
Using the concept of the sensitivity of an optimum solution of an optimization
problem to parameters fixed during the optimization, results are obtained for
the important Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) optimal control problem. Here
the sensitivity (or the derivative) of the closed-loop state-space model
coefficient matrices are obtained for parameters which are part of the
specification of the LQG problem, that is, the elements of the cost function
weighting matrices and noise covariance matrices. These derivatives are then
used directly in the previously obtained performance sensitivity results to
relate controlled performance with LQGproblem specification parameters.
Status/Plans - The parameter sensitivity methods described above have been
developed, but not formally documented or exercised on large-scale, realistic
design problems. Thus, near term work will be concentrated in these areas.
Follow-on development includes extending the performance sensitivity methods
to parameters which are formally part of the dynamic system which is to be
• controlled, so that simultaneous design iteration of the system and the
controller can be undertaken. This extension will serve as a means of
integrated system/active control design.
Figure67
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DASTPROGRAM- FY-85 PLAN
H. N. Murrow
Aeroservoelasticity Branch
Extension 3451
RTOP 505-33-43
Research Objective - The second research wing (ARW-2) in the Drones for Aerodynamic and Structural
TestingProgramwas designedsuch that its structuralintegrity is dependenton successfuloperationof
an active feedback control system. The active control system provides functionsof gust and maneuver
load alleviationfluttersuppression,and vehicle stabilityaugmentation. The overall objective of the
research is to acquire flight test data and correlateresults with predictionto validate analysis and
synthesismethods for design of multiple-purpose,integratedactive controlsystems. The instrumentation
systemwill also allow measurementof steadyand unsteadysurfacepressuredistributions.
Approach - Since the flightstests are of high risk due to the research involvingstructuralintegrity,
the test vehicle is remotely-piloted. Experimenterstransmit commands to excite the wing at various
flight conditionsand from near real-timeassessmentsadvise the pilot on proceedingto the nest test
point. The wing and active controlsystemswere designed under contract; the wing fabrication,instru-
mentation, active control system installation,and overall checkout is in-house; fabricationof the
on-board active control electronics was under contract; and flight testing and data analysis and
correlationswill be in-house.
o Plans - Plannedaccomplishmentsfor FY-85 are shown in figure 68(b). The final analyses on the influence
of flexibilityon stabilityand control will be completed in FY-85. The analytical procedurewill be
finalizedand resultswill be based on measured structuralcharacteristicsof the wing. These results
will be inserted into the real-time simulation and piloted simulation studies conducted to plan an
efficientseriesof test sequencesto accomplishthe flight objectives.
The design is complete of an uninstrumentedwing with high strength and stiffness fabricated to the
design cruise shape. This wing will be utilizedto validate vehicle flight systems prior to flight of
the researchwing. This "rigid"wing is to be fabricatedin LaRC shops during FY-85.
In the first entry in the TDT, the instrumentationon the right semispanof the flight ARW-2 wing with
supercriticalairfoilwas exercisedto measureoscillatingwing surfacepressuresdue to control surface
oscillation. At the higher Mach Numbers (M = 0.9) an instabilitywas observed similar to so-called
shock-inducedinstabilitiesobservedpreviouslyin severalother programs. A secondTDT entry is planned
to further explore this phenomenon. It is planned that a control law be developed to suppress the
instability,with its demonstrationincludedin the tunnel test series.
Figure 68(a).
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DASTFLIGHT SIMULATIONACTIVITIES
H. J. Dunn and C. V. Eckstrom
AeroservoelasticityBranch
Extension3527
RTOP 505-33-43
Research Objective - The objective of these activities is to develop and validate a dynamic analysis
capability for the DAST flight vehicle.A sampling of the objectives of the simulation activity with
regardto the primaryAFCS (AircraftFlightControlSystem)would be as follows:(1) to evaluatedynamics
associatedwith launch of the DAST aircraft at variousaltitudesranging from 15 to 25 thousand feet at
Mach numbers of about 0.42, (2) evaluate the time required to procede to a test point after launch
consideringthe altitudelost, (3) evaluatethe capabilityto modifyspeed quicklyusing the throttleand
or speed brakes at different flight conditions, (4) evaluate the capability to do push over/pull up
maneuversand/orwind up turns to achievea slowly varying normal accelerationfrom near O-g to 2.5-g at
the MLA (Maneuver Load Alleviation)test point (M = .42 at 1OK feet altitude), (5) evaluate the
capabilityof the control law shaping of the pilots stick input to keep the aircraft from attaining
structurallyunsafe normal load factorsat all pointswithin the flight envelope,(6) evaluatethe flying
qualitiesof the aircraftat all pointswithin the flight envelope,and (7) to evaluatethe capabilityof
accomplishinglandingapproacheswith engineoff.
m Approach - The initial aproach was to incorporate the current DAST ARW-2 stability and control
aerodynamlcdata base into a six-degree-of-freedom(figure69(b)) real time simulationprogramoperating
in conjuction with a general purpose simulationcockpit (GPSF). The simulationhas the capability of
using standardflight instruments,an electronicallygeneratedlandingscene (IDS) or the visual landing
displaysystem (VLDS).
Status/Plans- The simulationprogramhas been checkedout and is operational.In additionthe capability
to perform horizontallanding under a variety of turbulent conditions has been evaluated. During the
course of the simulationactivity ft is expected that it will be desireable to try variations of the
various control laws, i.e., aircraft flight control system, active control systems (relaxed static
stability,maneuver/gustload alleviation),and backup control system. Simulationactivitiesto evaluate
the other research objectivesare proceedingon a regular basis. The current data base includes the
effectsof wing flexibilityas a functionof flight dynamic pressure.The wing as fabricatedwas stiffer
in torsionthen originallyexpectedso the data base will be updatedto accountfor this change.
Figure 69(a).
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QUILTEDTILE ARRAYSIMULATINGTHERMALLYBOWEDMETALLICTPS
L. Roane Hunt
Aerothermal Loads Branch
Extension 3423
RTOP506-51-23
Research Objective -Metallic TPS panels on high speed vehicles are subject to thermal distortions when
they experience large through-the-thickness temperature pradients. The panel, anchored at the corners,
bow up into the flow field altering a smooth vehicle moldline to a quilted surface configuration.
Although the bowed height of the panels is expected to be less than the local boundary layer thickness,
the complex interaction of the high-speed flow field and the bowed surface will affect the local and
global aerothermal loads to the vehicle. An experimental aerothermal study is required to compliment
current analytical studies of this problem.
Approach - A quilted array of ceramic tiles were designed and fabricated to fit the 8'HTT panel holder
as shown in figure 71(b), which provides two-dimensional laminar or turbulent boundary layer flow. The
tiles were designed 10 inches square with protuberance heights of 0.I, .2, and .4 inches. The same tiles
were designed to be tested in both aligned and staggered array configurations. The array includes two
types of metallic instrumented tiles to be inserted into the ceramic tile array for surface pressure and
thin-wall heat-transfer measurements.
Status/Plans - Currently, the model is being installed in the panel holder in the model preparation
area. All of the critical model component fitting checks have been successfully completed. Only the
packing and wiring of instruments remain in this effort. Aerothermal test are scheduled for FY 85.
Figure 71(a).
QUILTED TILE ARRAY SIMULATING THERMALLY BOWED METALLIC TPS
CHINETILE-GAP HEATINGMODEL
L. Roane Hunt
Aerothermal Loads Branch
Extension 3423
RTOP 506-51-23
Research Objective - The application of reusable surface insulation tiles on the Shuttle has introduced
local flow disturbances associated with the gaps between tiles. The effects of these disturbances and
the resulting penetration flow into the tile gaps has been studied extensively on flat surfaces.
Important parameters including gap width and length and flow angularity have been identified, and the
effects on localized and total heat loads have been evaluated. Similar studies are needed for curved
surfaces where natural pressure gradients occur that would cause greater flow ingestion into the tile
gaps and augment the aerothermal loads. For the Shuttle, many of the tile gaps are filled to circumvent
this problem, but this practice costs in weight and labor. The actual aerothermal loads associated with
tile gaps on the chine with high surface pressure gradients need to be defined to serve as a data base
for future thermal protection system designs.
Approach - The Curved Surface Test Apparatus, CSTA, as shown in figure 72(b), has been developed as a
test bed for the Langley 8-Foot High Temperature Tunnel. The CSTA is representative of the forward
_ portionof a liftingbody and the complex,three-dimensionalflow field around this body has been defined
experimentally and analytically. An extensive array of simulated tiles has been designed and fabricated
to cover a large portion of the CSTA. Three thin-wall, metallic heat-transfer tiles, one for the small
radius chine and two for the large radius chine, will be located adjacent to solid tiles instrumented
with pressure orifices to determine the aerothermal effects in the tile gaps.
Status/Plans - The Chine Tile-Gap Heating Model fabrication was completed in FY 84 and aerothermal test
in the 8'HTT are scheduled for early FY 86. During the interim, the application of additional newly
developed instrumentation that will help characterize flow in the gaps is being investigated.
Figure72(a).
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OXYGENENRICHMENTANDALTERNATEMACHNUMBERMODIFICATION
TO THE 8' HIGHTEMPERATURETUNNEL
H. Neale Kelly
Aerothermal Loads Branch
Extension 3423
Research Objective - The 8' HTT is to be modified to provide a unique national research facility for
hypersonic air-breathing propulsion systems. The modified facility, which can accommodate free standing
engines, will complement existing lower speed air force facilities by providing true flight simulation
for Mach numbers from 4 to 7 over a wide range of altitudes. These expansions in capability are shown in
figure 73(b).
Approach/Accomplishments - An oxygen enrichment system will be added which will maintain the correct
oxygen concentration for propulsion testing in the methane-air combustion-heated test stream.
Supplemental nozzles will be provided for testing at Mach numbers of 4, 4.5, and 5. These nozzles will
be coupled with a mixer which will reduce the temperature of the test stream and increase the mass flow
to provide the correct flow conditions for the lower mach numbers. In addition, various existing tunnel
components will be refurbished and updated to increase facility productivity. One of these modifications
will be the replacement of the present water cooled contracting section and the film cooled throat of the
Mach 8 nozzle with air transpiration cooled components which should improve the performance and increase
the life of the nozzle. Transpiration cooling will also be used for regions of the lower Mach number
nozzles requiring cooling.
Status/Plans - The complete schedule for completing the modifications is shown is figure 73(c). Design
and verification of the modifications will be completed by April 1985. Construction and checkout of the
modifications should be completed and the facility ready for propulsion testing by the fall of 1988.
Figure 73(a).
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STRUCTURALSYSTEM STUDY OF MILITARYAEROSPACEVEHICLES
L. RobertJackson
ThermalStructuresBranch
Extension4296
RTOP 506-53-33
ResearchObjective- To identifythe most effectivestructuralarrangementand
the most efficientwall construction,which satisfythe vehicleand structural
design requirements for military aerospace vehicles. Since airbreathing
propulsion is a considerationfor such vehicles,the structuralarrangement
and wall constructionof the enginesare included.
Approach- Identifyalternativestructuralarrangementsand wall constructions
for the airframe and engine of military aerospace vehicles in coordination
with High Speed Aerodynamicsand Space Systems Divisions. Since the optimum
structuralarrangementand wall constructiondepend on vehicle configuration,
variousconfigurationsare studiedto obtain a least gross take off weight for
a given set of vehicleand structuraldesign criteria. Also, since the pro-
pulsionsystemweight is a functionof the airbreathingpropulsioncycle used,
variousengine cyclesare comparedto achievethe least gross weight. Results
enable identificationof configuration,engine cycle, structuralarrangements
of airframeand engine and wall constructionsof the airframe and engine that
yield least gross weight for a given set of criteria. Least gross weight is
determined by analysis of the structureand TPS based on loads and failure
modes and an optimum ascent trajectory/vehiclesizing analysis to minimize
fuel requiredconsideringaccelerationand dynamicpressureconstraints.
Status/Plans - Alternative configurations, propulsion cycles, structural
arrangementsand wall constructionhave been identified. The structural/TPS
weight calculationand trajectory/vehiclesizing analyticalmethods have been
generated. The use of these methods for the various alternativesis planned
for this year. The resultswill be used to identifytechnologyneeds for the
class of aerospacevehiclesstudied.
Figure 75.
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CURVEDMETALLIC TPS
John L. Shidelerand GranvilleL. Webb
i ThermalStructuresBranch
Extension2425
RTOP 506-53-33
ResearchObjective- While much of the surfaceof a typical Space TransportationSystem (STS) is flat or
nearly flat, some areas are necessarilycurved• Wind tunnel test data for flat metallic Titanium
Multiwall (Ti M/W) and Superalloy Honeycomb (SA/HC)prepackagedThermal Protection Systems (TPS) have
indicatedthat heating in the gaps between panels can occur and that surface pressure gradients may
increase the severity of gap heating. Also, analysis indicatesthermal stresses are much higher for
curved TPS than for flat TPS. The objective is to fabricate curved SA/HC panels to confirm that
fabricationof panels is feasible,to test panels under pressuregradient conditions,and to assess the
severityof thermalstressesin curved panels.
Approach- The feasibilityof fabricatingcurved Ti M/W panels has been previouslydemonstrated• Figure
76(b) shows an array of curved SA/HC panels which has been fabricatedfor testingon the Curved Surface
Test Apparatus(CSTA) The radii of the panels vary from 9 inchesto 12 inches A sectionof the CSTA
will be cut out so that the curved array can be insertedflush with the CSTA skin. Wind tunnel tests in
the LaRC 8' HTT will provide temperatureand pressure data to allow evaluation of gap heating under
pressure gradient conditions• A single curved panel has been fabricated and after being instrumented
with straingages and thermocouples,will be tested under radiantheatingto evaluatethermal stresses•
Status/Plans- The array of curved SA/HC panels has been installedin the CSTA, and wind tunnel tests in
the 8' HTT are scheduledfor March 1985. Since aerothermaltests of flat SA/HC panels indicatedthat
heatingcan occur betweenpanelswhen flow is parallelto their edges, flow stoppershave been locatedat
the cornersbetweenpanelsto reduceheatingin the gaps.
Figure 76(a).
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DESIGN,ANALYSIS,AND TESTS OF STIFFENED
CARBON-CARBONSTRUCTURALPANELS
James Wayne Sawyer
Thermal Structures Branch
Extension 4201
RTOP 506-53-33
Research Objective - In order to effectively use carbon-carboncomposite
materials for large structuralcomponents, it is necessary to learn how to
design, analyze, and manufacturestiffenedcarbon-carbonpanels. The design
of stiffenedpanels requirescarefulconsiderationof the shape and number of
stiffenersand how the stiffenersare attached to the panel skin. Shear and
compressionloads are the most critical design loads for most stiffenedpanel
applications,and failureoften occurs as a resultof the skin separatingfrom
the stiffeners. Although considerable effort has been directed toward
designing and analyzing metallic and graphite epoxy composite stiffened
panels, the unique propertiesof carbon-carbonmaterial must be considered.
Thus, the objective of this research is to develop design, analysis and
manufacturing techniques for producing efficient, stiffened carbon-carbon
panels.
Approach- Design and analyze variousstiffenedpanel conceptsusing analysis
techniques developed for metallic and graphite epoxy stiffened compression
panels. Verifythe analysisby buildingand testingto failurein compression
several of the most promisingpanel concepts that employ differentstiffener
configurationsand methods of attachingthe stiffenersto the skins. Use the
test results to make improvementsin the design, analysis, and construction
techniques.
Status/Plans - Preliminary analysis and designs are being developed for
several stiffener/panel configurations. Specimen configurations should be
defined by April 1985. Test specimens will be manufactured by Vought
Corporation on an existing task assignment contract and the test will be
conducted at Langley. The tests are planned for FY 86.
Figure 77.
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THERMAL/STRUCTURALANALYSISANDOPTIMIZATION
James C. Robinson
Thermal Structures Branch
Extension 2291
RTOP506-53-33
Research Objective - The design process for a hypersonic vehicle requires
detailed thermal and structural analyses of a system composed of thermal
protection which has high temperature resistance but no capability to carry
primary vehicle loads plus primary structure which carries the loads and can
absorb heat but is limited to use at temperatures well below surface radiation
equilibrium temperatures. Furthermore, the thermal response of the system is
transient and nonlinear resulting in considerable analysis effort for each of
the numerous flight paths that must be studied. The objective of this
research is to (I) develop optimization procedures that will enable the
analyst to select the best variation of a given concept for moderate-sized
models and (2) improve the efficiency of the analytical tools so that (I)
(above) or the single analysis of a large analytical model is affordable in
terms of cost and calendar time.
Approach - Initiate a task-oriented contractual effort with Engineering
Information Systems, Inc., for a period of approximately two years to do, at
least, the following: (I) Develop reasonably general logical procedures,
based on EAL runstreams, to automatically resize a system (assuming variables
to be continuous, if necessary) to satisfy constraints on results such as
stress and temperature, while minimizing a merit function, such as system
mass. (2) Incorporate a general purpose mathematical optimization program
(such as CONMINor ADS) as an EAL processor. (3) Modify the various programs
for efficient operation on the LaRC VPS-32 computer for increased solution
speed and allowable model size. (4) Solve a small number of demonstration
problems to check out resulting methods and procedures. (5) Maintain and
update procedures and thermal analyzer over period of contract.
Status/Plans - Initiate request for proposal for the contract early in CY 1985
with contract award by mid-CY 1985.
Figure78.
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